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ABSTRACT

TEE ,?UPPRESSI"nN OF ENEMY AIR DEFENSE WITHIN
TWENTY KILOMETERS OF THE FORWARD EDGE OF THE
BATTLE AREA, by Major Charles L. McCoy, USAF,
,21 pages

,k This study attempts "c detemine if Joint electronic

warfa be eri-ployed to suppress enemy air defenses

within. twenty kilometirs of the forward edge of the

[, battle area. The investigation is focused on an analysis

of why Joint electronic warfare is needed to suppress

enemy air defenses.

The investigation reveals that r ",- quantity and diversity[ of Soviet ground air defense systems nave increased to the

point that clcse air support will be ineffective without

augmented electronic warfare support. Since Air Force

electronic warfare support assets are limited. an alternate

source must be sought for this capability. Within 20

kilometers of the forward edge of the battle area, Army EW

could possibly provide this support. However, more work

is reouired on the rart of the Army and Air Force to make

Joint EW an effective means of suppressing enemy air

c dje fenses.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, after achieving nuclear parity

with the United States, the Soviet Union embarked upon A

a program to modernize its conventional forces. In

doing so, it has produced a capable fighting force.

From indications, the objective of the Soviets is to

create a force that can defeat any adversary under

varying field conditions to include nuclear warfare.

For example, forces within the Warsaw Pact appear to A

be well prepared for immediate combat and possess the

ability to conduct a short war without additional

support.1 Equipment introduced appear to be highly

mobile, possess great fire power and include new mobil)

air defense systems and improved anti-aircraft guns2 ,

which presents a multi-dimensional problem to U.S. Ah

planners and tacticiins. The introduction ol new

mobi)e air defense systems to a Warsaw Pact similar

force, which is a Soviet model, will seriously degrade

any attempts to destroy such a force from the air.

To wage successfully a mid-intensity level conflict '
against a Soviet model force, a combined arms approach ,1

will have to be employed. In the case of the United

States, this means an air-land team of the Air Force

3



2
and Army units. This team will be employed near the

forward edge of the battle area and devote extraordinary

effort to contaii.ing the enemy's advance and follow-up

destruction of him.

For an air/land team to function as a combat

effective entity in the engagement of enemy forces near

the forward edge of the battle area, each member of the

team must ensure that it employ tactics and equipment

to enhance the team's overall combat power and effective-
ness. This aspect of air/land employment becomes

extremely important, and critical, when one considers

* the integration of close air support in the scheme of

land force maneuvers, and the impact that enemy air

defense artillery, in particular, can have upon air

operations if it is allowed to operate unchallenged.

The air defense capability of Soviet ground forces

appear to be quite formidable, in terms of both quanity

and diversity, as compared to any past force, and offer

considerable immunity from air strike. It has been

built based upon "lessons learned" from -he Vietnam War

and the Middle East War. As a result, the density of

Soviet radars appear 'to be increasing. At the same time, t

. radar operating frequencies are expanding across the

entire electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., tracking and

control radars for surface-to-air missile weapon systemI. operate in E-band, G-band, H-band and I-band; the

guidance command operates at a lower frequency in C-band

%I
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I 3
and D-band, thus presenting an Increasingly com~plicated

problem to those who seek to degrade or im~pede these

radar performances. 3

STATEMENT OF TIL PROBLEM

How to suppress enemy air defernse within twenty

k~ilometers of the forward edge of the battle area?

The problem of degrading and ultimztely suppressing

enemy air defense artillery is not as bleak as it appears,

but it will. require some innovative thinking and

cooperation on the part of both the Air Force and Army.

In pursuing a solution to this problem, the author willA

answer the following questions in the remainder of the

studiys

1. What will be the enemy air defense artillery (ADA)

(witin 0 klomter oftheforward edge of the btl)
2, Wat re he mplcatonsof the enemy ADA threat

upon close air spotand Army air operations wti

twenty kilometers of the forward edge of the bat',tle area?

3. Do U.S. forces curren~tly possess the capab';lity

to engage and suppress enemy air defense systems (within

20 kilometers of the forward edge of the battle area)?

4. Are the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army electronic

warfare missi ons complementary? If not, how can they be

1ihade czipatible to achieve a suppressive effort that will

allow close air support to be performed successfully I

7 n/
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(within twenty kilometers of the FEBA)?

5. What are the specific air defense artillery

implications in Central Europe today, and what effect

will a consolidated electronic warfare effort have upon

this enviorment within twenty kilometers of the FEBA

during the course of a "short war", i.e., fifteen days

or less?

PURPOSE (L STUDY

This study has one goal, to evaluate the joint

electronic warfare capability of the U.S. Air Force and

U.S. Army to suppress the enemy defense artillery threat

w3thin twenty kilometers of the forward edge of the battle

area. In accomplishing this goal, the author will (1)

provide the reader a basic outline of the enemy air defense

artillery capability; (2) investigate how the U.S. Air

Force and U.S. Army may mutually support the suppression

of enemy air defense with electronic warfare: and (3)

provoke the reader to give additional thought as to how

he may employ electronic warfare assets within his command

to make a contribution to the suppression of enemy air

defense. Additionally, the author will recommend how

U.S. air-land electronic warfare may be employed in a

* .selected portion of Central Europe.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PROB M

Suppression of enemy air defense within twenty

kilometers of the forward edge of the battle area has

"4 4 , I-4 - I'I i4 -'7
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significant'implications for both the Army and Air Force;

if they plan to operate as a combined arms team in this

region of the battlefield. With an overwhelming amount

of enemy air defense in operation, Air Force close air

support will be seriously affected and possibly degraded

to a point of ineffectiveness; without close air support,

the Army will be left with the entire task of stopping

advancing enemy ground forces. Therefore, the creation

of an environment that will permit close air support
operations is critical in the scheme of maneuvering an

air/land team.

Close air support simply cannot provide the required

support at an acceptable loss rate in a Soviet model

air defense environment (to be discussed in Chapter Six

of this study). Therefore, a concerted effort has to be

made on the part of the Air Force and Armry to suppress

enemy air defense artillery by integrating the suppression

of enemy air defense artillery in all air/land plans.

Ideally, since air defense efforts are directed against

aircraft, close air suppor' should provide for its own

protections but this is not possible for several reasons.

One reason is the number of air defense systems involved.

Another reason, and probably the most important, io the

configuration of today's fighter aircraft, which only

permits the carriage of counter ar defense measures

(missiles, electronic countermeasure pods, etc.) at the

expense of reduced weapons loads. The foregoing

Va
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limitation on aircraft and a known shortage of resources

in both Services prevent the dedication of a significant

number of assets to enemy air defense suppression. A

joint approach to this problem is the only hope for a

near term solution.

Enemy air defense suppression takes many forms, to

include: individual weapon system destruction; degradation

of the ADA command and control netsl reduction of enemy

warning time, time required in the employment of more

complex air defense systems: and weapon systems isolation,

which occurs if command and control is degraded to a point

, I that specific weapons systems cannot be brought to bear

at the optimum time and place. All of these will be

available to a U.S. air/land team, if it has a well

coordinated electronic warfare program to degrade enemy

ADA. Coordination and cooperation are the key features

to this approach; thus the reason for this study; to

4explore just how the Army and Air Force may accomplish

i I the arduous task of suppressing enemy air defense artillery.

The following ass-ptions and limitations apply to

this study. They were imposed to limit the document's

scope, volume and technical complexity.

1. Assumptionst

a. The reader has a basic knowledge of radar,

radio and electronic warfare furamentals.

b. All electronic warfare equipment and enemy

air defense artillery systems will function

f 0
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as designed.

c, Availability of friendly electronic warfare

assets will not be a factor, except where

quanities of systems are limited due to

initial procurement. It is assumed that

electronic warfare assets presently in the

Army and Air Force inventories will be

available.

d. The distance from the FEBA in this study

coincide with the approximate maximum range

of U.S. Army divisional artillery fires and

electronic warfare. U.S. Army div,.isions in

conjunction with close air support will form

the basis of the air/land team during future

conflicts. As a result, this study is

confined to the region of the battlefield

where joint participation is most likely to

occur.

e. Established joint electronic warfare proce-

dures will apply.

f, Mid-intensity (defined in the Definition

Section of this study) conflict will be the

level of conflict used for analysis. "

g. At some tirle in the future, the U.S. Army

and U.S. Air Force will be required to

o.-erate in a Soviet modeled air defense

7"
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environment.

2. Limitations,

a. Do.-:trine will not be an issue in this

study. The issue is, how to effectively

employ Army and Air Force electronic warfare

assets to degrade air defense artillery

7 found in Soviet model armies.

b. Enemy air forces and their defense capability

will not be addressed. A permissive air

environment will exist for the purposes of

this study.

c. U.S. Air Force aircraft operating within

twenty kilometers of the forward edge of the

battle area will have a limited self-

protection electronic warfare capability.

d. Enemy air defense artillery of concern is

confined to guided systems.

The preceeding assumptions and limitations, imposed by the

writer, narrows the scope of this study to the point that

individual aircrews and maneuver commanders can visualize
where they fit in the air defense suppression equation,

.and induce each individual to search for additional

approaches to cope with the enemy ADA threat.

DEFINITION OF TERMSAl

To establish a common base between the writer and

the reader the following key terms and definitions are

provided. The definition and context used here will prevail

'I.
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throughout the study to enhance the reader's under-

standing. The Joint Chief of Staff(JCS) Publication

1, Dictionary of Militar and Agsociated Terms,

3 September 1974, is used as the reference to provide

standardized Department of Defense definition of the

selected terms. Where terms are extr'acted from sources

other than JCS Publication 1, the source is indicated.

1. Area of Influence (NATO). The portion of the

assigned zone and area of operations where in a commander

is directly capable of influencing the progress or I

outcome of operations by maneuvers of his ground-gaining

elements or by delivery of the firepower with fire

support normally under his control and command. It is a

geographical area the size of whieh depends upon the

mission organization and equipment of the force involved.

2. Electromagnetic Radiation. Radiation made up of

oscillating electric and magnetic fields and propagated

with the speed of light. Includes gamma radiation, x-rays,

ultra-violet, visible and infrared radiation, and radar

and radio waves.

3. Electronic Warfare. Those military actions

involving the use of electromagnetic energy to determine,

exploit, reduce or prevent hostile use of the electro-

magnetic spectrum and action which retains friendly use

of the electromagnetic spectrum . . there are three

divisions within electronic warfaret . . . electronic

WI
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warfare support measures, . . electronic countermeasures,

(and) electronic counter-countermeasures.

4. Electronic Warfare Support Measures. That

division of electronic warfare involving actions taken to

search for, intercept, locate, and immediately identify

radiated electromagnetic energy for the purpose of

immediate threat recognition. Thus, electronic warfare

support measures provide a source of information required

for immediate action ....

5. Electronic Countermeasures. That division of

electronic warfare involving actions taken to prevent

or reduce an enemy's effective use of the elect-omagnetic

spectrum . . . electronic countermeasures include;

a. Electronic Jamming: The deliberate

radiation, reradiation or reflection of

electromagnetic energy with the object

of impair.ing the use of electronic

devices, equipment, or systems being

used by an enemy.

b. Electronic Deception: The deliberate

radiation, reradiation, alteration, or

reflection of electromagnetic energy in

a manner intended to mislead an enemy

in the interpretation or use of

information received by electronic

systems. There are two categories of

electronic deceptions

- - - - -- - - ~- t-



1. Manipulative Deception - the alteration

of friendly electromagnetic radiations to

accomplish deception.

2. Imitative Deception - the introduction

of radiations into energy channels which imitate

his own emissions.

6. E .ctronic Combat (extracted from Air-Land Forces

Application Agency Ylnual, Electronic Warfare Procedures

for EmDloyment in Joint Operations). There are essentially

two parts to offensive electronic combat. The first part

is intelligence collection and target acquisition (ESM).

The second part is electronic jamming and/or deception 4,

(ECM). ESMi enhances combat power while ECM6 is a form of

combat power and the integration of these with other weapons 
-.

systems will enhance the potential of both.

7. Electronic Counter-Countermeasures. Action

against enemy ECM to ensure effective use of the electro-

magnetic spectrum. It encompasses the tactics and special

equipment used to allo our electronic dependent weapon

systems or emitters to work effectively when the enemy is

j employing ECM.

8. Defensive Electronic Warfare (extracted from

FM, 100-5, Operations). Tactics which conceal emitters or

decieve the enemy as to their identity and location. The

commander has several means available to manage the electro-

magnetic spectrum. They include:

a. The Communications-Electronic Operating

CC1
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j InstruCtions; (CEQI), which are uaed to' assign

specific. frequencies to specific elements of

command. A frequency changing CEOI' is highly

V effective in defeating hostile ESX activities

by increasing the difficulty in identifying

targets for exploitation.

b . Emission Control (ENCO!4), which is -used by thet

comnman~der to restrict use of the electro-

Magnetic spectrum To certain critical systems,

or prohibit use altogether (partial-or

complete,silence). This 'tactic prevents the

enemy from collecting data on, our emissions

during a specific period and eliminates the

p robabil.ity of unintentional interference by

friendly emissitons with those from critically

important systems.

c. Mjanipu:lative Electronic Deception (JED), which

is employed to alter an electromagnetic

k' profile of a unit or weapon system or to

sim~ulate a notional one to support a comw.,nder's

c ounterstrveillanc e or op~rati ons security

(OPSEC) plan.

9.Joint Force. A general term applied to-a force

which is composed of 3ignificant elemnenUs~of the Army,

the Navy, or the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, or two

or mo're of these services, operating undier a single commander

'K 7'
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authorized to exercise unified command or operational

control over such joint forces.

10. Mid-Intensity Conflict (extracted from USACGSC K
Course 5 syllabus, Strategic Studies, Vol. II, academic1, ,

year 1978). War between two or more nations and their

respective allies, if any, in which the belligerents employ

th.e most modern technology and all resources in intelligence;

mobility; firepower (including nuclear, chemical, and

biological weapons); cotmnand, control, and communications;

and service support; for limited objectives under definitive

policy limitations as to the extent of destructiive power

that can be employed or the extend of geographic area that

might be involved.

11. Battlefield Interdiction (concept extracted

from TACM 2-1, Tactical Air 0 perations). A descriptive

term that describes that portion of the air interdiction

mission which ahs direct or near-term effect on ground

forces. It is close air support (CAS) against enemy

forces not yet in contact, but between the fire support

; coordination line (FSCL) and the forward edge of the

Vbattle area. It is also interdiction beyond the FSCL-

which has a direct or near-term effect on surface operations
either in response to Air Force target nomination or at

the request-of the ground force commander.

12. Suppression of E Air Defenses (derived from

the Air-Land Forces-Application Agency's concept of joint

suppression of enemy air defenses). Actions taken to

4)~~~~4 k ~ ,-f~;
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degrade, neutralize, or destroy enemy ground air defense

arti]llery.

I In the above chapter, the problem was identifiedt the

significance of the problem was highlighted; a hypothesis

was made: assumptions and limitations that would permeate

the study were outlined; and key terms were defined.

In Chapter Two, relevant literature pertaining to Army/

Air Force electronic warfare and suppression of enemy air

defenses was identified. Abstracts of the literature that

had an impact upon this study are included here. The

information contained in these abstracts was used as a

point of departure for the remainder of the study.

J1
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CHAPTER~ I

END NOTES

1. John Erickcson, Sovet Military Powe* .1973, P. XIV.
2. Ibid. p. 71.
3. "U.S. Seeks Counters to Soviet Radars',# Aviation

WeekA~.d Spc Technoloy, (21 February 1974, p. 45. 1
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

INTRODUCTI ON

In the author's review of literature on the

suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), one thing was

very evident: the Soviets learned their combat lessons

well and constantly strive to apply those lessons in

equipment development and combat operations. Nowhere is

this more evident than in the provisions made to shield

ground forces from air attacks. The Soviets apply the

principle of defense in depth when deploying air defense

systems to protect the Soviet army. It is very indicative

of tactics used to defeat both the German Army and Air

Force during World War II. Soviet air defenses are

echeloned on the battlefield just as are other forces.

Every tactical command echelon of the Soviet army, from

the front to the tank an°i infantry regiments, has an

organized air defense undt which is integrated into the

total air defense system. The United States failed io

appreciate cr ignored this capability until being

confronted with elements of the system 1n North Vietnam.

Basic SEAD operations began in World War iI with the

I. belligerents of that conflict suppressing each other's

air defense nets through the employment of electronic

7 I warfare (EW). However, SEAD as we know it todayi

delibera.te action taken to destroy, degrade, or obscure

j 16II
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enemy surfaces air defences for a period cf time to

enhance the effectiveness of friendly air operations2 ,

had its beginning in the early stages of the bombing

campaign against North Vietnam when the Nr rth Vietnamese

began to challenge U.S. air superiority with the deployment

of surface-to-air missiles. 3  To counter tho losses being

extracted by the surface-to-air missiles, the Air Foa'ce

initiated the Wild Weasel program. The Weasels were

specially configured tactical aircraft designed to ferret

out the surface-to-air (SA) missile sites and destroy

them. The value of such a program was questioned from

time to time because it diverted tactical strike aircraft

from their more traditional interdiction ro.e. However,

doubts as to the validity of such a program were laid to

rest with the experiences of the Middle East War of

October 1973. During the initial stages of this conflict,

without defense suppression, the Israeli Air Force

experienced a considerable aircraft loss to Soviet built

Arab missiles; mainly SA-6s and SA-7s. This conflict

and the Vietnam experience clearly demonstrated the factI that air operations cannot be conducted at an acceptable

loss rate on the moaern battlefield without integrating

SEAD in these operations.

Losses inflicted upon the Israeli Air Force while

attempting to perform close air support in a dense Arab

defense environment prompted both the United States Army

-7 -A
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and Air Force to re-evaluate SEADt because these losses

had serious implications for the Uhited States combined

arms (air-land team) concept. Numerous studies followed

the Middle East War to determine what to do about the

Soviet army air defense. During the Arab-Israeli Conflict,

the United States saw the total air defense capability

of the Soviet army began to unfold. Combined with our

Vietnam experience, which exhibited the capabilities of

the SA-2, SA-7 and various anti-aircraft artillery, the

United States gained an appreciation of the capabilities

of the SA-3, SA-b and ZSU-23/4, none of which had been

previously demonstrated to the West, The results of all

studies conducted were essentially the same? SEAD is a

prerequisite to close air support to keep aircraft losses

at an acceptable level. 5 As is the case with most

studies that illuminate tn existing problem, the services

set about to solve the SEAD problem in a typical expeditous

fashion by Identifying forces and weapons systems capabi-

lities. The result was a provision for SEAD) irn operations

planning. and its -1cntificatin as an adjunct to other

more basic and classic miscions. "As a result, each

military service . . . developed, in varying degrees, its

own doctrine, o~arnization and tactics, usually with a

proforma stipulation that its air defense suppression

operations will be executed "in coordination with and

supported by" the other services".
6

Joint exercises over the years have made the Army

- I U
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and Air Force realize that the services cannot conduct

SEAD individually and achieve the required overall results

that each service's manuals allude to. It is in

recognition of this lack of interaction that prompted

Headquarters, Tactical Air Command and the Army's

Training and Doctrine Command to establish a joint team,

the Air-Lard Forces Application Agency (hereafter referred

to as the ALFA Agency), to study air-land warfare and

propose a solution to joint problems, 1

The establishment of the ALFA Agency was an important

first step in solving joing related problems that will

ultimately inhibit the effectiveness of the air/land

Sforces in th6 future. In regards to SEAD, the ALFA Agency

was given two objectives: "(1) Develop joint Army/Air

Force concept and procedures to suppress the Soviet ground

based mobile air defenses. (2) Quantify joint assets

required and payoffs, if any, in reduced friendly aircraft

attrition. " 7 The ALFA Agency has published two documents

that attempt to satisfy these objectives. The one

document that has the greatest application to this study

is SuDpression of Sne? Air Defenses, Volume II: Joint

Concept and Procedures. Another document uncovered in

this search for literature that parallels this document

is the summary sheet to Command and General Staff College

(CGSC) course P312-2, An Introduction to Offensive

Operati ons.

- __ L
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The ALA Agency and CGSC documents are the most

authoritative sources the author has found to date on

the subject of joint SEAD. The ALFA Agency document

contains the original joint SEAD concept; the CGSC docu-

ment contains the original joint SEAD concept; the CGSC

document is a concise summarization of the ALFA Agency

concept. The latter document is provided in Appendix

A for the reader.

The ALFA Agency apparently had some very explicit

guidance in constructing the joint SEAD concept, because

the concept is built around the respective doctrine of

aspects of this appr'oach. A good aspect of this approach

is it forced the ALFA Agency to begin with some realistic

assumptions. Assumptions that have been known for some

time, but very rarely expounded or acknowledged by

either the Army or the Air Force. The key assumptions

ALFA made follows: (1) If a joint SEAD campaign is to be

effective, it must be preplannedi (2) the nature of joint

SEAD dictates that the Air Force be re3ponsible for its

planning; however, maximum Army cooperation and assistance

must be readily available; (3) the Army end Air Force have

some similar capabilities and each also has unique capabi-

Slities; (4) t*he requirement for cooperation and teamwork

in such an important matter is apparent; and (5) the

required coordination of the air-land battle takes place

through the air-ground system. such as the Direct Air

Y4
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Air Support Request System.8  Within this framework of

assumptions, the ALFA Agency developed a premise of how

joint SEAD should be conducted.

Joint SEAD campaign is the name attached to the

military action that will take place during the

implementation of joint operations to suppress enemy air

defenses. Immediately, the connotation is to envision
i some large scale, continuing operation. Such is not the

case, the AU'A Agency attempted in its definition of the

joint SEAD campaign to identify a premise that will

encompass all situiations requiring joint SEAD employment.

The ALFA Agency defines the joint SEAD campaign as

a follows t

A coordinated, concentrated, simultaneous,
overwhelming attack using saturation tactics
with the objective os suppressing the enemies'
surface air defense throughout an extensive
area for a limited time to permit exploiting
the capabilities of friendly air support. A
joint suppression campaign normally lasts for
a period of hours and includes both preplanned
and on-call SEAD. It supports, and is
conducted currently with, other air operations./

To deal with the situational nature of joint SEAD, the ALFA

Agency goes further to state that:

as an all-out effort over an extended area
and/or time period (SEAD Campaign) or a
localized suppression effort in support of
specific priority missions (localized SEAD).
Regardless of the scope of the SEAD effort,
it includes detailed plan-ing with provisions
i'or preplanned and on-call suppression. Theemployment of all assets is orchestrated to
produce the desired results.10

-,Z7
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As mentioned earlier, the ALFA Agency attempted to

optimally employ the inherent capabilities of the Army

and Air Force when it developed its joint SEAD (J-SEAD)

concept. This thinking is reflected below in the J-SEAD

employment scheme.

The J-SEAD concept of employmeit recognizing
the Army s capabilities near the (.ine of N
contact) IC and the Air Force's greater
penetration capabilities . . . uses three
areas to describe where one service or the
other dominates in target acquisition and/or
capability to bring firepower on a given
target. This concept provides an understanding
of who might nominate targets, who has the
capability to strike the targets once
nominated, and where targeting trade-offs

v *occurred. This divisional concept is not
intended to break up the battlefield into
separate responsibilities,but is used to
underscore the need for close Army/Air Force
coordination in the conduct of suppressing
enemy air defense operations.11

Each of the areas or zones identified for SEAD operations[ have very unique characteristics. Each is explained

below and are graphically illustrated in figure 2-1.

The first area intended for a SEAD campaign begins

at the line contact (IL) (synonymou2 with the forward

edge of the battle area for the purpose of this study)

and extends to a depth of approximately 5 kilometers,

which coincides with the visual observation range of

ground forces. This area is ideally suited to Army direct

and indirect fire systems, to include Army attack heli-

copters. The major threat in this area is characterized

by bhort-range air defense system, e.g., the SA-7, SA-8,

ZI
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SA-9 and ZSU-23-4. Longer range surface-to-air missile

systems will also influence air operations in this area, IC
but their effects should be minimal except at medium-to-

high altitude. The majority of air operations in this

area will be in direct support of ground forces and normally

conducted at relatively low altitude. For this reason, j
it becomes imperative that the low-altitude air defense

systems receive the greatest attention in this area.

The second area of intended joint SEAD concept extends

from the limit of visual observation to the range of

friendly artillery or the fire support coordination line

(FSCL). The FSCL will probably extend to the maximum

range of the assigned Army divisional artillery weapons.

The ALFA Agency estimates this to be a range of approxi-

mately 15 kilometers. This range will be at least 20

kilometers, which will allow ground commanders to take

advantage of the maximum range of the MlIOAI (SP) 8 inch

gun.12  This idea is in consonance with the definition of

a fire support coordination line. F6-20, Fire Support

in Combined Arms Operations, define a FSCL as a line

beyond which all targets may be attacked by any weapon

system (including airzralft and special weapons) without

endangering friendl, troops or req'airing additional

coordination with the establishing headquarters.13 The

threat in this area is essentially identical to that found,.

in the first area with the exception that the SA-6 w4ll

/' li "/ ii l r " =
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to be found here to reinforce the short-range, low altitude

air defense system and cover the possible medium-altitude

ingress arnd egress of close air support sorties. The ALFA

Agency suggests that the threat In this area be suppr~essed

primril bytactical aircraft assisted by field artillery.

The third area of interest extends from the FSCI1 to

is beyond the range of friendly field artillery, therefore

Suppression here will be left to the Air Force and its

longer range air assets. The threat here will run. the gamutI

of' air defense systems. It will contain fewer low-altitude, A

short-range air defense weapons, but more long-range, high

and medium-altitude weapons than the previous two areas. V
The SA-t4 and seni-mobile SA-2s and SA-3s will be located

in this area,. Weapon systems in this area will be

suppressed or attacked on a selected basis es missions in

14 t

this area dictate.1

The division of the battlefield for SEAD is not a bad

idea because in actuality that is the way battles are fought.

The idea of using the Army-Air orce air-to-ground nets

for coordination is good to a point. Andt the preplanned

localized and on-call SEAD employment is also good. However,

the time involved in bringir suppressive measures to

bear on enemy air defense weapons where SEAD has not been

planned is of concern. The requirement for joint SEAD will

be much more prevalent in situations where SEAD has n ot t

been preplauned because of the unpredictable nature of a

suppressed o at acked on a eece asis -msios

thsoraditte
1
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Soviet modeled army.

Soviet modeled army doctrine dictate that operations

be conducted along an extended front and a breakthrough

implemented to secure assigned objectives. SEAD will
I|

have to be planned for the entire front; however, once

a breakthrough is initiated a new situation is created,

a mass of enemy forces will transit the gap in the front

at this point while remaining enemy forces will attempt

to open other holes in the front. As %he emphasis shifts

along the front and close air support is employed, the

requirement for SEAD is going to shift. Not all the

possible variations of such a battle can be preplanned,

" but according to the ALFA Agency, on-call SEAD can handle

this situation.

On-call SEAD is going to be the most difficult to

implement. The ALFA Agency concept has made provisions

for on-call and broken it out into two broad areas, Army

request for SEAD, and Air Force request for SEAD. To

implement either of these requests., a requestor submits

his request through the Direct Air Support Request system.

Since in the majority of instances, the Air Force would

be requesting SEAD support, this is the on-call SEAD

request that is of interest here.

Ideally.. on-call SEAD would be performed by the unit

being supported. However, when one analyzes the situation

he finds the unit being supported is the one in troiible,

~ L A.' • 4W
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and probably is using all of its assets in support of

kits own survival. Therefore, the request for on-call

SEAD will more than likely end up at a much higher level

than originally initiated. The headquarters that finally

accepts the request must then, in turn, find an agency

to fill the request. This consumes an enormous amount

of time. Time is very important, because the time

involved in satisfying a request equates to reduced aircraft
by

loiter time,or the time available to work with ground

forces. With the exception of the A-1O aircraft, loiter

time is critical. Excessive SEAD request times will have

serious consequences for close air support. If air defense

weapons cannot be suppressed promptly, either aircraft

losses will be unacceptably high, target destruction will

be low, sorties will be lost, or aircraft will .iave to

expend their ordinance on air defense targets rather than

close air support targets to insure their own survival.

The integration and central control of on-call SEAD is the

foremost problem with the join "k SEAD plan,

Army divisions and echelons below do not have the

electronic warfare assets or fire support resources to V
provide on-call SEAD. When a unit requests air support

it is usually heavily engaged in contat and using all

organic resources to defeat or repel the enemy. When this

is the case, the requelt for immediate SEAD support will

be deferred or possibly reroutid as a request for immediate

77V-
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fire support. In both instances the response is less

than ideal, and will probably result in lost close air

support or at least delayed close air support.

In the chapter above, relevant literature pertaining

to Army/Air Force electronic warfare and suppression of

enemy air defenses was identified. Abstracts of the

literature that had an impact upon this study are

included here. The information contained in these' abstracts

was used as a point of departure for the remaind. - of

I the study.

The methodology used in the study is outlined in

Chapter Three.

I tii
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CHAJPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The United States, which has ngt conducted extensive

joint electronic warfare operations against a well equipped

enemy since World War II, does not have an abundance of

information and examples availab!e to indicate how

successful defense suppression efforts could be against

enemy ground air defenses in the intervening year.

Historical information indicate electronic warfare campaigns

ef World War II. sich a, the one that supported the Normandy

Invasion. were very1 successful in degrading Germany's air

defense nets.1  Since that time, the U. S. armed forces

have fought individu-al campai&ns.

For instance, the Vietnam War was separated into

operations that were mainly Air Force oriented, Arry f
oriented, and Navy oriented. Rarely were there any joint

operations. Each service operated in a different air

dofonse environment. When there were joint Ar-y/Air Force

cperations. which is the subject of this study, they were

conuucted in a rather unsophisticated air defense environ- 4

menrt. The major air defense. threats were small arms;

.imanually controlled light anti-aircraft (5? mn -. 1 s ier)

adsome sufc-oarmissiles (intro!'.wed in Sout.i

Vietnam near the end of t-he conflict). The Air Force, in

its bombinsg campaign against North Vietnam, encountered the

more sophisticated radar-guided air defenses.

30
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The Middle East War of 1973 retaught the Army and Air

Force the benefits of joint air-land operations. "Lessons

learned" in this conflict reemphasIzed the importance of

close air support to ground forces and the vulnerability

of air forces to grond air defenses. As a result, the

4 Air Land Forces Application Agency looked in depth at the

air-land battle. It looked at the many facets of air-land

operations and revalidated the noncept of close air support.

However, in revalidating the concept of close air support,

it became evident that in an intense enemy air defense

environment, electronic warfare can play a significant role

in suppressing enemy air defenses. To exploit the advantages

of friendly electronic warfare, the ALFA Agency looked at

Army and Air Force electronic warfare to determine how

they could mutually support each other in this environment.

Joint electronic warfare procedures were developed as an

initial doctrinal point of departure.' This concept, as

yet, has not been tested except in exercises and simulations.

it should be noted that when they are tested during r&nge

exercises, only approximately 25 percent of the Soviet

electronic threat is replicated.3 Since there is a lack

ol combat proven statistics to support or refute the

validity of the ALFA Agency's joint SEAD, this study will

be descriptive in nature. The author will address how best

to apply Ary and Air Forte electronic to &chiev:l the

degree of aircraft (including helicopters) protection

requir- to conduct air operations wit,,.- 20 kilometers

7777
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of the for^ard edge of the battle area (FEBA). Also, in

this .hapter is an opiniornnaire that attempted to assess

the feeling of the students in the 1979 class of Command

and General Staff Ccilege or. joint electronic warfare and I
SEAD.

ChaptLer Four of this study will be devoted to defining

the air defense weapons systems one can expect in a Soviet

modeled Prmy. This is important to demonstrate the

proliferation and sophistication of Soviet air defense

systems and provide an indication of the increasing

complexi'ty of the defense suppression problem.
4

"The Scvlet Union and the Warsaw Pact Nations
have tried to offset or reduce the USAF's combat
power effectiveness through the use of extensive
and sphisticated mobile air defenses - -

defenses involving mixes of guns and missiles
that provide overlapping coverage. Warsaw
Pact air defenses now provide a mobile
umbrella that accompanies each echelon of the
pact armies, including forward deployed
battalions. The variety arnd numbers of air
defense weapons accompanying a typical Warsaw
Pact &-y of four or five divisi.ons areimpre ,sivv. "5

I) Chapter Five, the compatibility of the Army and

Air Force electronic warfare programs will be evaluated

to determine if the two prorrams can function together to

provide Joint EY in SEAD operations within 20 kilometers

of the FEBA.

In Chapter Six, the author, with the aid of a scenario

set in Central Europe, will show why joint EW is required

to mte SEAD a reality.

Chapter Seven will present a summary and draw some

z7S
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conclusions about the Army/Air Force EW capability to

influence SEAD operations within 20 kilometers of the

FEBA. This chapter will also include rec. .amendations
for the improvement of joint EVI to endhance SEAD operations

within 20 kilometers of the FEBA.

SUYAY OF OPINIONNAIRE RESULTS

During the ecurse of this study, 78 students in the

Army Command and General Staff College, Class of 1979,

participated in ani opinionnaire that attempted to ascertain A

the feelings of future Army and Air Force plarners on

the joint employment of EW to suppress enemy air defenses.

At Appendix B are the results of this opinionnaire.

Beyond tne fact that the Army and Air Force will

function as a team in future conflicts with Soviet modeled

armies, little conclusive information was gained from

the opinionnaire. The overall results indicated that

those responding were far from 6 consenus of whether the

Army and Air Force shoudl work jointly to provide enemy

air defense suppression for close air support. The ability

of electronic warfare to suppress enemy air defenses was

also a question. Remarks forwarded with tne completed

op~nionnaires tended to indicate that coordinated firp.

support was the best way for the Army and Air Force to

interact for the ioint suppression of enemy air defenses.

The results of the opinionnaire are an indication that

the Army and Air Force have a long way to go beftre joint

"A



suppression, in any form, will be a reality.

The methodology used in the study was outlined

above.

. in Chapter Four, the Soviet tactical ground air defense

Ithreat is identified. It will include a description of

the various Soviet ground air defense systems that will

probably bq employed to protect a Soviet modeled force,

such as, the Warsaw Pact,

Ai
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CHAPTER 4

THREAT

This chapter is devoted to the air defense artillery

capability of a typical Soviet modeled ground force. There

are several reasons for discussing the Soviet air defense

artillery capability. First, the Soviets have been the

most prolific, of all nations, in their development and

deployment of air defense systems. As a matter of fact,

. . . the number of different deployed Soviet z

radar threat systems has increased almost
linear over the past 20 years . . . By way of
comparison, the number of threat systems
that can now be found within. several square
miles of the forward edge of the battle area
(FEBA) exceeds the total number of deployed
systems in early World War II.1

Second, Soviet. ground forces have the most complete air

defense coverage of any nation. It provides a virtual i
umbrella over their ground forces. Third, Soviet air

defense capability is being emulated in the development I
olefforts of many countries. In essence, the Soviet Army

possess the most formidable air defense capability of any

army in the world, and as such, represents a worst case

air defense threat. The systems that constitute the heart I
of the Soviet air defense artillery threat and that will

influence air operations from the forward edge.of the battle

area to a depth of twenty kilometers in territory held by

a Soviet modeled force will be identified.

Formidable is an oversimplification of the air defense

36
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c apability of a Soviet modeled army when one considers the

quanity and variety of weapons involved. The systems of

interest here are the guided and radar controlled weapons

which provide overhead protection for Soviet maneuver

4 ground forces.

The Soviets have developed an extensive array of air

defense artillery over the years. An interesting aspect

of this Jevelopment effort is the philosophy adhered to I
in designing the air defense systems. They believe radar

farilities designed for land forces should be mobile,

responsive, rugged and possess the same trafficability as

the units and formations they are supporting.2 An

examination of the air defense systems the Soviet have

deployed indicate they have attempted to follow this

philosophy, but for a lack of technical expertise, they

have not been able to incorporate all these qualities4

into one system. As a result, a succession of systems

have been developed and subsequently deployed that

complemert each other to achieve the desired effect. The

succession of systems consist of an array of tactical

Soviet air defense artillery that extends from the SA-2

to their latest development (unknown, but speculated to

be the SA-11; information in an unclassified form not

available on this system).

SOVIET GROUND AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS

A synopses of the systems presently deployed with tle
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Soviet Army are presented in the following paragraphs3:

The SA-2 (Guideline), the first tactical surface-to-air
Jw

missile system employed to support the Soviet Army, is a

medium-range, high altitude system with a range of 40-50

kilometers. It is controlled by the Fan Song guidance

radar that operates in the E/F-band and G-band of the

radio frequency spectrum, depending upon series. This

' particular system saw combat in the Vietnam and Middle East

Wars. In the initial phase of each conflict it enjoyed

a measure of success; but due to its limited mobility,

. because of its semi-permanence, which makes It a lucurative

target for air attack, and its susceptibility to electronic

countermeasures, it became ineffective toward the latter

stages of both conflicts. 4

The SA-3 (Goa), deployed in 1961, complements the

SA-2. It is a short range, low-altitude system with a

range of 25 - 30 kilometers. It is believel to operate

much as the U.S. Haw - defend against low-flying targets.

It is controlled by the "Low Blow" guidance radar which

operates in the I-band aend C-band of the radio frequency

spectrum. One additional feature of the SA-3 is that it

is semi-mobile. The SA-3 can be disassembled, moved,

J and re-assembled much faster than the SA-2. This system

I has also been used in combat by Egypt in the last Middle

East War.

The SA-4 (Ganef), first observed in public in 1964,

y;
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represents a dramatic change in Soviet tactical air defense

capability. All components of this system are mounted

on tracked vehicles, thus, it is highly mobile and can

be brought into action rapidly. It is the first surface-
A!

to-air missile system that appears to be able to travel

with the force it is supporting. However, little is known

about this system. Experts believe, based upon photographs,

the SA-4 when employed with the "Pat Hand" guidance radar

has a range of approximately 70 kilometers. It is further "

believed the SA-4 will be used to close gaps in th? SA-6

coverage.6

The SA-6 (Gainful), deployed in 1967, is the next

tactical surface-to-air missile system in the Soviet SAY,

development sequence. The SA-6, like the SA-4, is tracl-ed

mounted which makes it highly mobile and ideally suited

to Soviet operations. It aPears the Soviets attempted to

incorporate the capabilities of the SA-2: SA-3, and SA-4

into one system when they built the SA-6. The system has

a high and low altitude capability of 60 kilometers and

30 kilometers, respectively, and uses several portions

(G. H and I-band) of the radio frequency spectrum for

command and guidance. The "Straight Flush" radar are the

greatest assets of this system.

To complete the air defense coverage of guided weapons

from the individual soldier outward and upward, the

Soviets introduced SA-7 (Grail or Streila). The SA-7 is

a low-altitude, short range weapon. It has a range of

3 kilometers. It is man portable and uses tne infared .rom

Zbj 7 ; " ;7
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its selected targets for guidance.

Apparently dissatisfied with the performance of

previous surface-to-air missile systems or as a further
diversification of the air defense threat, the Soviets

introduced the SA-8 (Gecko) in 1975. This is another

unknown system; however, from photographs, several

interesting conclusions have been drawn about its capability

and probable use. The SA-8 is classified as a highly

mobile forward air defense system capable of totally

autonomous operation. The SA-8 takes the mobility con-

cept one step beyond the SA-4 and SA-6 by mounting the

"Gecko" missiles, missile guidance, and the "Land Roll"

radar, operating in H and J-band of the frequency spectrum,

is supposedly capable of providing all tho information

required to effect an aircraft "kill". The SA-8 is

expected to be used in a short-range, low-altitude role.

It is further postulated the SA-8 is designed to fill the

gap between the SA-7, SA-9 and SA-6, and probably has a

range of between 8 - 16 kilometers.7

The SA-9 (Gaskin), like many of the other Soviet

systems, has not been observed outside Soviet control. It

is a technical unknown. However, again from photographs,

the SA-9 appears to be a modified SA-7 mounted on an

amphibious BRDM-2 vehicle that uses the ZSU-23-4 "Gun Dish"
radar for target acquisition and possible missile guidance.

This combination of an infared missile with possible

radar guidance represents a departure from the design of

1 z,"
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previous Soviet surface-to-air missile systems, with the

exception of the SA-?, that rely so.:ey upon electro-optics

for guidance, it further complicates the suppression task.

An employment scheme has not been identiiled for the SA-9,

blit it is expected that it will be used much like the SA-8.

One thing is certain, it will have to be used as a short

range, low-altitude weapon, because it has an estimated

range of only 5 kilometers. It is postulated that it may

replace some of the older low-altitude air defense weapons.

It has been seen with Soviet units as low as the reg.ment.

which suggest it will be found well fcrward in the battle

area.
8

The SA-IO, if all reports emanating fr the U.S. press

are correct, war designed to counter aircraft like the B-1.

It is speculated that the SA-1O is now oriented against

cruise missiles. It is also speculated to havet a 31 mile

ran'ge capability between altitudes of 1,000 and 16,000 feet;

a speed of Mach 6; and active radar terminal homing.9

To this point, only surface-to-air missile systems

have been discussed as if they are the only ?lectronically

controlled air defense systems employed by the Soviets and

Soviet modeled armies. Anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) guns

are also an integral part of the air defense afforded Soviet

forces, a fact documented in the histories of World War II,

Vietnam, and the Middle Last Wars, Howe-,er, only one of

these systems, the ZSU..23-4, is germane to this study ard

will be discussed beloa'. The remaining gums are act.ually

.• I
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gu.n complexes controlled by a central radar, which

suggest they are not mobile enough to support Soviet

j operations doctrine; tberefore they will not be far enough

forward to influence air operations within 20 kilometers

of the FEBA. The ZSU-23-1L, commonly referred to as the

"Gun Dish" (operates in the J-band of the frequency

spectrum) in reognition of its fire control system. In

* contrast to other AAA, will t-avel i"ith armored and

nechaiized divisions of the Red Aranj and other Soviet

modeled armies. It is an integral, seL.f-propeiled unit

that is postulated to be deployed throughout the multi-

echelons of a typical Soviet army. However, its sphere

of influence will be limited to the range its cannons,

3000 meters. Nevertheless, the ZSU-23-4 with i .s high

mobility and lethality of four 23 =m crnLnons represent

one of the most innovative air defense weapon in operation

Ktoday.

Although brief, the preceding paragraphs have been

an identification of the major weapon systems that

constitute the air defense artillery threat within 20

kilometers of the FEBA when opposing a Soviet modeled army.

The systems listed here when arrayed on the ground in a

typical Soviet echelon arrangement represent a battlefield

air defense capability that sxtends from approximately

127 kilometers in friendly territory to 80 kilometers in

depth in u,-friandly terr.tory and zero to 30'kilometers

in altitude. Figure 4-2, with the slant range of each

Irange

d41. .. - .
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Soviet air defense weapon system plotted, graphically

illustrates the overlapping coverage of the Soviet's air

defense and how a target may be erigaged by several

ciffar,.nt s-stems at one time, depending upcr the target's A

altitude and location on the battlefield.ii
The diversity of the Soviets air defense capability

I presents an enormous air defense suppression task to an

opposing force. However, there are only two elements of

this threat that must be metiqulously understood, and are I
the key features of the threat that must be focused upon

during suppression operations planning. These elements

are system capability and system operation. Unless a

system has been observed extensively in combat or exploited

in some manner, the lat.er is difficult to verify. Therefore,

considerable effort must be expended to understanding the

capability o1 the various air defense systems. In

particular, it is important to know the operating radio

frequency of a system's command and control radar, the A

operating en-elope of the weapon system, and probable

location of the weapon on the battlefield. If this I •

information is known, suppression becomes a simple task

of either building electronic warfare equipment to degrade

the control radars, targeting weapon systems for destruction N

": - all the appropriate time, or developing tactics to avoid

or nullify the weapon system's maneuver capability, Air

operations are planned to operate at the fringes of a

weapon system's maneuver envelope as much-as possible.

- : he aproriat or~ tis ~o avide

* %:
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There I-- no-t much more that can be done about the

maneuver capability of a weapon short of dest'ruction of

irnd.vidual missiles and shells. So that leaves only two ,

aspects of a weapon system, to deal with, its operatingII
frequozrcy and location in relation to where air opsrations

will be conducted.

The strongest characteristic of Soviet air defense

syste'ms z-c-e the diverse operatine frequencies of their

weapon syst, in control radars and the collective range of I4
the radio frequency spectrum these radars span. Figure 4-3.

summarizes the Soviet ground air defense threat in terms

of tr-equenc- disnrrsion. Erickson in a United States

Povza r, appropriately summarized the problem, that SovietN

air dIefense control radvt-s present when he wrote: A

SovrIe't radar frequency co-'rage Is
rc~eLxfirW across the whole of the radio

±Iequennt, spectrium-track:ine and control
-iada ,s lf%-w si;rl'acv-to-air missile (SAM~)
'.ompli'ces *operate in E-band, S-band,
h -beiidP . I --ba.nd . . . and i-band
the guidance command operates at a lower

frequen~cy C-band . . . [D-band, and }-band),
ispresenting an increasinglyJ

cegrade or impede these radar performances.lU

Soviat *Lir defense systeir,3, not un'le the systems

of other natlens, have stro*ng and weak points, and ilz is

as c roesult of unde~rstanding individual system~ capability

thatwe re blu-%cexploit th ekpoinof asyte

and defend ra ian s t its strong' points -- suppr'ec~ion. I
Probably thle g-ci.atest and most challenging capability of

AlLi
V -. 0
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Soviet air defense artillery systems is their motility.

The mobility of the SA-4 and subsequent systems presents

an underlying suppression problem far greater than either

the prcliferation or density of air defense systems.1 1  V
The problem is: with their high degrce of mobility they

ha.ve the pot. ntja' of saturating a victim's electronic

defense warning system by either concentrating in a

relatively small area or dispersing in a general arpa. 12

Thus, by bringing to bear a large quanity of electronic

resources on a given target at a critical point in time

they essentially neutralize the defenses of the target

and make it easy prey fcr defense weapon systems.13

Another advantage of mobility is: weapon systems gain a

certain degr-ee of suppression immunity from field artillery

and air attacks as they move. Common serase says it is

difficult to track and attack a moving target, but let

us not forget that these are radar controlled or assisted

weapons. Radars must either radiate or receivc information

by some other electronic means to effect a "kill". At

either of these critical moments the opportunity to suppress

arises and the benefits of mcbility cai be lost. However,

the Soviets try to maintain the benefits of mobility and

the resulting element of surprise as much as possible by

using search and acquisition radars to provide target

information to the shorter range air defense weapon system

radar. The Soviets also use elec~ro-optical tracking

744
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devices on their ground air deofense t ernance the surprse

element. However, there is little that can be done about
- ' };this capabil1ity.

The final part of the threat is the long range search,

acouisition, and height finder radars that provide the

shorter range air defens control radars with target

information. The Soviets have historically employed these

radars in their air defense nets to locate targets and

subsequently hand targets off to individual weapon systems.

This procedure has been followed so routinely that Western

sources have associated certain acquisition radars with

specific air defense systems. For example, the SA-2 "Fan

Song" guidance radar uses the "Spoon Rest" and "Side Net"

radars to initially locate targets for subsequent engage-

ment: the SA-3 relies upon the "Side Net" for height

information, but uses the "Flat Face" to search and initially

acquire targetst the SA-4 and SA-6 uses the "Long Track"

and "Thin Skin" radars for acquisition purposes. The "Long

Track" and "Thin Skin" appear to be the forerunners of a

new generation of tactical acquisition radars. As such,

they probably provide all remaining air defense systems

target information. These radars complete the Soviet threat.

They also represent, along with the means the Soviets use

to transmit (UHF, VIF?, data link., telephones, etc.) target

information to air defense weapons, a priority target in

the suppression equation. Although they probably will not

be located within 20 kilometers of the FEBA, they must be

high priority targets if air defense suppress.nis.:tibG

z".

2- - -~
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effective near the FEBA. The destruction of these radars

will reouire the various deployed air defense artillery

systems into autonomous operation, and force each weapon

system to acquire its own target information. Making them

more subjective to selective suppression. The acquisition

radars are therefore the backbone of the Soviet air defense.

SU RY

The Soviets have deployed a diverse and sophisticated

air defense net that will influence the air operations of

an opposing force operating within 20 kilometers of the

FBBA. The systems they have deployed provide a virtual

protective umbrella over the Soviet Army. The systems are

overlapping in coverage and complement each other through-

out the various echelons of the Soviet ground forces. These

individual Soviet air defense systems represent a real

threat which require innovative thinking and sophisticated

equipment to suppress.

In the above chapter, the Soviet tactical ground air

de7snse threat was identified. Included was a description

of the various Soviet ground air defense systems that will

probably be employed to protect a Soviet inode.Led force,

such as, the Warsaw Pact.

In Chapter Five, the Army and Air Force electronic

warfare programs will be described from the standpoint of

mission orientation. Subsequently, the two prograxms are

evaluated for the possibility of employing Army/Air Force

I.
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electronic warfare to suppress enemy- air defenses during

cloae air operations.

I
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CHAPTER 5

INTERACTIVENESS OF ARMY-AIR FORCE ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Within the last few years electronic warfare has taken

on added importance in warfare. The Army and Air Force

have deployed numerous systems to deal with the growing

electronic threat. Each Service operates a variety of

equipment that allows it to exploit, locate, and jam enemy

electronic systems. A majority of the Services' electronic

warfare systems are employed in an area from the forward

edge of the battle area (FEBA) out to approximately 20

kilometers.

The Services, to date, have developed electronic warfare

equipment and concepts to enhance their peculiar operations,

because it is manifested in the way the Services perceive

the mission of electronic warfare. Both the Army and Air

Force have a different perception of how electronic warfare

should be employed.

The Air Force primarily employs tactical electronic

warfare as an aid in penetrating enemy air defenses and

protecting aircraft for maximum weapons delivery

effectiveness. The emphasis is on the protection of the

aircraft, which is basically defensive in nature. The EW

effort is directed toward neutralizing the acquisition and

fire control radar systems of the ground air defense. The

ideat if a weapon can be denied acquisition and control

53 1
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data, it will be essentially neutralized. So, the majority

of the Air Force's tactical electronic warfare effort is

dedicated against non-communications located in the upper

portion of the electromagnetic frequency spectrum.

The Air Force also employs electronic warfare support

measures for intelligence purposes to support electronic

countermeasures operations. Electronic counter-countermeasures

are generally passive in nature and are only used to

protect airborne systems from enemy active countermeasures.

"Soviet doctrine advocates the application of electronic

warfare as an element of combat power. Electronic warfare,

in combination with rocket and artillery fire, will be

used to selectively disrupt U.S. Army command, control,

and weapon communications systems."2 As a result, the

Army perceives the mission of electronic warfare differently

AA
than the Air Force. The basic r dssion of Army electronic

warfare is: to prevent the enemy from implemunting his

expressed doctrine of selective destruction and denial of

Army command and control, and communications. Thus the

major emphasis of Army electronic warfare is dedicated to

protecting Army command, control, and communications

systems, because,
~U. S. Forces depend on command and control

systems to conduct the battle. It is also
essential that the commander see the battlefield
and that combat information and intelligence
flow through the closed loop control system
without interference. Because the outcome
of thc first battle may depend upon . . . U.S.

electronic control, the first priority
of the EW system must be to protect our command
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and control systems and those systems with
which . . . the Army . . . see the battlefield.
Regardless of' the tactical situation, this
priority will remain paramount as long as the
enemy possesses and effectively uses jamming
and target-acquisition capabilities.3

To implement this concept, the Army devotes its efforts

Ito identifying and locating enemy command posts for

i destruction and disruption. Also, to enhance the survival

of U.S. artillery and tactical air support, radars and

communications associated with weapons must also be located

and destroyed or jammed. In essence, the Army's electronic

warfare concept strives to project combat power by denying

the enemy the use of his command, control and communications

nets. Thus, the major emphasis of Army electronic warfare

is in the area of communications and the lower portion of

the electromagnetic spectrum.4

Wnat does this difference in electronic warfare mission

perception Imply? The way the Army and Air Force employ

electronic warfare is not likely to change in the fore-

seeable future, because each Service has a basis for ju
emplcyirZ electronic warfaie as it does. However, Arab

employment cf electronic warfare in the recent [diddle East

War provided some very vivid leseons which are pertinent

to voth the Air Force and the Army. . ,e xult, th) Arrv

has become very concerned aboit electronic warfa -e. It

* has embarked upon an extensive program to develor. and

3-procure additional ?lectronlc warfqre equipment and trai-r

for electronic warfare readiness to take avantage of

lessons reinforced duri. the 1973 Middtle East War. This

I 41-
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fact is evident by the on-going evaluations of the Combat '2
Electronic Warfare Intelligence (CEWI) organizations at

echelons of Corps and Division, and many other new

development efforts. In dealing with 'he ever increasing

electronic dependent weapons systems, there is no way of

estimating where this effort will eventually lead. However,

the indications are cleer that Army electronic warfare

will expand into areas that have traditionally been associated

with Air Force electronic warfare. Out of necessity, as

the Army places increasing emphasis upon helicopter air

support near the FEBA and the enemy improves his low-altitude

air defense capability, more attention will have to be

devoted to helicopter protection. Thus, since Army electronic

warfare is still devo!oping, it appears this is an oppcrtune

time for the Army and Air Force to formulate plans and joint

operating procedures that can capitalize upon this developing

~capability.

Both Services conduct electronic warfare out to approxi- 4

matlely 20 kilometers from the FEBA, but recalling the

minAssions of Army and Air Force electronic warfare above,

each Service has different electronic targets of interest.

However. a :lose examination of these targets reveals that

i r many cases they are a component of a larger general

threat. For an example, typically within this range of

the battlefield, the Army is interested in gathering i

information about the enemy. Electronic warfare is a key

eiement in the collection of enemy information. It assists

_ _ _ _ Ii,- . Ik -
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the commander in "seeing the battlefield" and determifiing

his course of action. Therefore, maximum effort is devoted

to determining the strength, location, identification, and
~~~dispos ition cf the enemy. Emphasis on signal intelligenoe "

(SIGINT) and electronic warfare support measures (ESM)

help to satisfy this requirement. .IGINT and ESM also

assist In deteri.ining the deployment of enemy weapons.

Direction finding, which is a part of ES1,, is instrumental

in identifying noncommunication emitters associated with

specific weapons systems,5 Essentially "ESM provides the

information required for immediate actions involving
electronic countermeasures, electronic counter-countermeasures,

avoidance, and targeting".6  Thp Air Force neods timely

information on the location of enemy ground air defenses t
to condvc'c ai . - defense suppress.ion and per.it friendly air

operations beyond the FEBA. With timely infor.ation on

the' lccation of enemy ground air defezv.es, aircraft self-

protection electronic "countermeasures can he plan2ied and

employed more efficiently. The Army and Air Forve have a

situation which is ready made for joint electroniic ope.ations, j

at least from the FEBA cut to approximately 20 kilometers.

However, to date, the lwo Services have not 2.earned how

to 1take advanrage of their joint EW capability except

through preplnned opera.tions. 1
Joint electronic warfare on any basis cther than

preplanned is not the question. The question i6 how to

TI
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improve mutual electroni: warfare support for the

suppreusion of enemy air defenses during close air support

operations. To realize the full potential of electrQnic

warfare, both preplanned and immediate EW operations must

be understood. At present, neither Service can readily

implement immediate Joint EW operation. Mainly, because

(!) the close air suppori aircraft has a fixed electronic

warfare package when he arrives in a target area; and (2) V
Army electronic warfare assets are genarally deployed in

support of some other operation. In addition, the technical

data required to reconfigure Army assets may not be available

and the assets may not be located where they car, provide

mutual support. For these and other reasons, preplanned

joint electronic warfare must remain the rule for the time

being. '2

If electronic warfare was fully accepted as a weapon

by both Services, joint EW procedures could ba easily

implemented. Each Service has electronic warfare already

working in concept with other support functions to increase

combat effectiveness. For an example, U.S. Army electronic

warfare and artillery team up to enhance fire support.

SIGINT and ESM efforts provide field artillery with

information that assist artillery in integrating and massing.

fires on lucrative targets. Close air support and Air Force

c- ectronic warfare team up to provide aircraft protection

during the penetration of enemy air defenses, These are

but two examples which illustrate how each Service integrate
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the use of EW for their own purposes. These exampl.es

could serve as a model for joint EW procedures. At present,

the joint SW employment procedures are bath complicated

and drawn out.

JOINT ElW Et'PLOYPNT

As alluded to earlier, jont EW can be employed either

as preplanned or immediato.7 ?repla-nnei is emp.Loyed in

accordance with established and proven joint operational

procedures. The leadtime for this type of EW approximates

t-hat of other preplanned joint operations. As a result,

it does not s-tra. the joint operations system. It is the

preferred mode of cperation, because (1) the technical

suppo-t for elec tronic warfare systems can be preprorammed

and preplanned; and (2) EM assets c¢n be pxioritized for

specific targe ts/threats.

Immediate joint -W is designed to be responsive. It

is implemented much like immediate close air support. It i
uses many of the same agencies, facilities, and procedures

used in Immediate close air support. The procedures for
immediate Army/Air ?orce EW support are presented here for

the reader's revies:

a. Peg"_-o--at:- Pr- f of Air Force

Operatio)3s (see Figure 5-1)

Requests for immediate Army EW cupport of tactical
air operations will normally originate with theAir Force flight/mission commander or the forward
air controller (PAC). When the requirement for

Army E,.1 support arises, the following procedures
apply'

+iIii
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(1) The originator will forward the request
to the . . . Tactical Air Control'Oarty . .. TACP.

(2) The TACP will:
(a) Forward the request to the
Direct Air Support Center . . . DASC.

(b) "',onitor action taken.

(3) The DASC w-1l fill the request -r forward
to . . . Tactical Air Control Center . . .
TACC. If unable to fill with allocated
Air Force assets, the DASC will advise
EW'CS of actions taken.

(4) The TACC will:
(a) Determine if Air Force EW can support
the request.
(b) Request assistance frorn corps if require-.
(c) Monitor action 'taken.

(5' The . . . Corps Tactical Operations Center
* . . CTOC will
(a) Determine if Army E74 can support the

re uest.
(b Task appropriate CE14I unit.

b. Requests for shimmedrate Air Force Eo ruptorht of

praioerations (see Firgue 5-2)

The requirement for immediate tacticaloanr esupport will normally originate at division
level or units operating in Vie division area.
Requests for such support will be forv'arded through

' operational commu iations channels to the
divis ion tactical --oimand post. Upon receipt of

a request for EW support, the procedures outlined
below will be followed:

(1) The division G3 . • • (operations officer)
Will:

(a) Evaluate requests for imediate EW
support within the context of tactica)
situation to determine if EW action
appropriate,
(b) Coordinate with the G2
gence officer) . . .
(c) Approve/disapprove the request,
(d) Task the EWIOC . . . (Electronic *,krw'te

Intelligence Operations Center) . . .
act on the -eq'iest.

'A
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~MONITOR

APPRoVE/DIsAPPRoVE IN
TASKIN'G

/MONIO

REQUEST OR 2

R, R..ACT I ON_, '
(may be either
fire or EW)

-- Tasking
-. Air Request Net
....-Info, as appropriate

Figure 5-1. Air Force Request for Immediate Army EW Support

SOURCE: ALFA,Suppression of Ene y Air Defenses.
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2) The EWIOC will1

(a) Determine If support can be provided by
Army resources. If Army resources are not
available:
(b) Initiate request foi" Air Force EW support
through the corps EWIOC/DASC,
(c) Advise requesting unit of action taken.

(3) The DASC will
(a) Determine if Air Force EW assets assigned
to the DASC can fill the request, and task
if appropriate. The DASC will advise the EWCS
of actions taken.
(b) If assets are not available forward requ.st
to the TACC.

(4) The TACC will:
(a) Determine if Air Force EW assets are
available.
(b) Tdsk appropriate units.
(c) Nctify DASC of action taken.

8

These procedures are less chan optimum for implementing

the EM required to suppress a rapidly changing enemy groiind

air defense. Reasons for immedipte joint EW not being

optimized are: (1) the threat data base of electronic war-

fare systems cannot be rapidly changed to accommodate the

rigors of immediate EW. (2) The Army and Air Force have

too few EVI assets to divert from their primary respective

Service support to respond to immediate request. (3) The

procedures are super-imposed on the already ove.w:orked

air-to-ground net. (4) Air Force EW expertise, in the form

of an electronic warfare officer,is not a part of the TACP

at echelons of corps and division. (5) The procedures

assume an on-hand broad range of capabilities.

I<
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In the above chapter, the Army and Air Force electronic

warfare programs were examined from the standpoint of mission

orientation. Subsequently, they were evaluated for the

possible joint employment in the 3uppression of enemy

air defenses within 20 kilometers of the FEBA.

Chapter Six will be a scenario set in Central Europe

to e:zplaln and illustrate (1) why the Air Force ne3ds

assistance in suppressing enemy air defenses, and (2) how

joint Army/Air Force may be employed to achieve a greater

degree of defense suppression.

A
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CHAPTER 6

THE. IMLICATIONS OF CENTRAL EUROPE

A CENTRAL EUROPE SCENARIO

The Group of Soviet Forces in Germany (GSFG) has

several implications for the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and the United States, especially

) within NATO's central region. From intelligence aund

media reports. the GSFG is the most complete integrated

Soviet capability outside Russia. Therefore, the GSFG

is an ideal force selection to speculate about the impact

of a Soviet modeled ground air defense against United States

air operations within 20 kilometers of the FEBA.

The GSFG is composed of five armies and a supporting

air army stationed along the border between East and

West Germany. The respective armies and approximate

Location follows% the 2nd Guards Army with two motorized

rifle divisions and a tank division is the northern most

army. Directly south is the 3rd Shock Army consisl,.Z of

four tank divisions and a motorized rifle division. South

o the 3rd Shock Army is the 1st Guards Tank Army; it also

has four tank divisions and one motorized rifle division.

Adjacent to the ist Guards Tank Army is the 8th Guards

Army: it consists of three motorized rifle divisions and

one tank division. The 20th Guards Army: located near

66
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Eberswalde has three motorized rifle divisions. Protecting

this force from the air is the 16th Tactical Air Army.1

Three points are always stressed when evaluating the

GSFG. One, the number of tanks in the GSFG are of

extreme concgrn to ground forces. It is estimated that

the GSFG has approximately 3100 to 4000 tanks slated

~against the central region of NATO alone. Two, the probable

axis of advance (Figure 6-1) into West Germany and.

gmaneuver plans are of intees to all NATO defending forces.

And, three, Soviet tactical air assets and other support

forces which may be supporting the tanks. Graham H.

Turbiville, in an article entitled "Invasion in Europe -

A Scenario", sees,

Perhaps %.he most striking aspect of the GSFG
Force deployment is the positioning of the
3rd Shock and 1st Guards Tank Armies - the
main offensive punch of the GSFG Front. The
Gttingen-Liege axis, the rough dividing line
between NATC's Northern and Central Army
Groups, if extended eastwards neatly demarcates
the two Soviet tank armies. It is along this
axis that the weight of the two armies'
3100 tanks would probably advance, seeking to
split the two NATO Army Groups, isolate U.S.,
Canadian and West German Forces in Southern
West Germany and send armored spearheads
racing through the low countries to the
chhnnel.2

"Armored columns would break off from the main body

and sweep North and South to cut off the retreat of allied

units". 3 In the case of the United States and other anitc

in the South, this means being enveloped by the elements
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BALTIC SEA

emphasis 9 "

olish Tr op 2nd Gds

15 (20 Gds)
3rd SHOCK

NETHiEFLANDS tGdz . ist Gds TANI

E.AST GERMAN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Probable
Soviet and
z -hoslovakianForces

Soviet and HungarY. an Forces
TZ Amay be committed along this area.S TERLAND

Figure 6-1. Probable Axes of Attack into Central Europe by the.
Group of Soviet Forces in Germa-.

SOURCE: "aham H. Turbiville, "Invasion in Europe-A Scenario",
Army, November 1976
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of the Ist Guards Tank Army. the 8th Guards Army, and
whatever other Pact forces that may be involved. Speed

would also be a factor with Soviet offensive onerations.

Therefore, to achieve the envisioned objective of the

front, the Channel, NATO strong points would be bypassed,

virtually cutting off large pockets of NATO f.,rces. It

is estimated that a GSFG front would reach the Channel in

about two weeks in a conventional war environment and less

time would be involved if the GSFG employed nuclear weapons.

Such an ambitious feat in two weeks sugjests battlefield

dynamics and demands unlike anything exhibited in previous

conf licts .

The above scenario, although hypothetical, is based I
on traditional approaches into Central Europe, World War II

data, and conclusions drawn from observations made duriig

numerous Sovie t exercises. More uncertain than the ground i

scenario is the role of the 16th Tactical Air Army in a

GSFG offensive. Their role is import.nt; because depending

upon the ro! of the Tactical Air Army, friendly air-to-

ground support may be extremely limited. Air-to-ground 3

support is one of the key elements of the United States

air-land team concept.

In recent years, the Soviets have changed their

emphasis in tactical aircraft designs, This accounts for

the lack of consensus in a purposed scenario for the 16th

Tactical Air Army. While the United States and the West

7-4
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have continued to deploy essentially multi-purpose air-

craft (with the exception of the F-15 and A-10), the

Soviets have changed their tactical aircraft interest

to specialized aircraft. Thus, United States aircraft

are capable of performing long range interdiction, close

air support, and air interception, with the object of

winning a protracted air superiority campaign. The Soviets,

irn contrast, now de.ig their tactical aircraft mainly ]
for ground attack and close air support. This shift in

philosophy was reflected in hearings before the Senate

Armed and Services Committee in 1976, which indicated thatI

Soviet tactical aviation in Central Europe had fewer

multi-purpose aircraft than the United States, (a percentage

of 37 versus 52) and more attack aircraft than the United

States, 34 percent versus 24 percent.5 It is postulated

by many analysts that this trend will continue through

the 1980s. The increase in offensive flexibility that the

Soviets gain as a result of this change is significant.

The Soviets now have considerably more air power options

than in the past. They have essentially transformed from

a defensive air force to an offensive air force, which is

oriented to support the objectives of the Soviet ground

forces. In the case of Central Europe, this means that an

increased effort will have to be devoted to air defense.

One option available to Soviet air forces in a GSFG

offensive is to initiate the opening phase of a war in

> " -A



Europe with a large scale attack ')n NATO air baces and

nuclear storage areas.6  However,

In order to have a seriously delibilitating
effect on NATO air resources t.nd nuclear
options, the Soviet and Warsaw Pact Air Forces
would have to have a !a -ge number z I succeeses
in a very short time. To quickly disrupt and
even keep the U.S. Air Force the most potent
NATO Air Army, on the grounu . . . a doctrine
almed at achieving air supremacy through
conventional preemptive air operationv is the~one for which the Soviet Air Force will be

most suited in the future.7

This is a good and logical option because of the Soviet's

favorable ratio of specialized air-raft to friendly multi-

purpose and interceptor airoraft. Only iZ percent of

U.S. aircraft n MNATO are interceptors. Therefore

l multi-purpose aircraft slated for close air support and

other roles must be diverted for air defense.8 This is

a tactic that will ,ecimate a very necessary source of

fire power for ground forces. It haz been suggested that

because of this imbal.ance in aircraft, that friendly air

F, forces emphasize attaining limited air superiority. The

maximum effort in this regards should be dedicated te

knocking out Soviet ground based air defenses. A

considerable effort will still be in volved in prohibtiig

P.nemy, a*r action behind the FEBA.9 Ther-e are also other

indicators that add credence to this speculation about

Soviet air operations. For example, (1) Sov.et ground

units have an abundanue of artillery availnble for fire

*support. 1 0 As a result, this could free Soviet aviation

J.J9
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from the necessity to provide close air support. (2)

Soviet ground forces o longer depend upon Soviet aviation

for aid defense; they now depend upon ground air defense

systems. Both of these capabilities free Soviet aviation

to do things other than support ground forces.

IU. S. CLOSE AIR SUPPORT VERSUS SOVIET GROUND DEFENSES

If the above scenario approximates the manner in whichL: the Soviets will conduct a war in Central Europe, U.S.

air-to-ground support will be at a premium. For this

reason and the importance of air-to-ground support to the

air-land concept, close air support should be afforded
protection. Given the Soviet ground air defense capability,

this is an arduous task and requires the assistance of both

the United States Army and Air Force.

To put this in perspective, contemporary Soviet

military operations emphasize ground-based, mobile air

defenses.11  In Chapter Four the various Soviet electronically

controlled ground air defense systems and their capabilities

were ident.fied. The air defense net that can be formed

with these systems could result in an unacceptable loss

rate for close air support operations. The effectiveness

of the Soviet air defense systems are unknown at this time.

However, there is data from the Vietnam War and the 1973

? iddle East War which can lead one to some speculation as

to Soviet ground air defense effectiveness. Analyses of

AA
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I the war over North Vietnam snow that before electronLic

countermeasures were introduced in 1967-1968, one U.S.

plan was lost to every IC' North Vietnam surface-to-air

(SAM) missiles.1 2  The Israeli Air Force losses in the

first four days of the "973 War were unexpectedly high;

they lost an average of 2.7 close air support aircraft

per 100 sorties on the Egyptian front and 5.7 close air

support aircraft on the Syrian front.13  It should not

be unreasonab±e for the United States to expect similar

losses in \ent.ral E-arope. They may be slightly higher

because the Soviet's air defense will have more depth

4. in terms of different systems and quanity of weapons.

It should be noted that in each of these corflicts the

loss rate dropped significantly when U.S. ECM was introduced.

' In the case of Vietnam, The loss rate went to one aircraft

per 75 SAMs launches.14 The Israeli losses went to 1.0

aircraft per 100 sorties after new ECM equipment was

introduced and a concentrated effort was dedicated to SEAD

operati ors. 1 5

The difficulty of dealing with the Soviet ground air

defenses and providing close air support has been

recognized by Commander-in-Chief of United States in Europe

(CINCUSAFE). In addressing the problem of defense

suppression, CINCUSAFE has concluded that a TRIAD of the

EF-IIA electronic warfare aircraft, the F-4G Wild Weasel

aircraft, and the A-10 attack aircraft is required to form
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the backbone of NiSTO's defense suppression, and permit the

penetration of aircraft to a^ccmplish close air support

and interdiction.16 The F-4G Wild Weasel would detect,

identify, locate and suppress or destroy ground air

defense control radars. 17 The EF-1IlA would stand-off

along the FEBA and jam enemy air defense radars. The A-10

would proviie the weapons to destroy the air defense weapon

systems. This TRIAD has not materialized as previously

expectea, mainly because of funding difficulties. The

EF-1llA capability amoui.ts to two aircraft for development

and testing; purposes. The F-4G is just becoming operational

in the United States. Only the A-10 has been deployed to

Europe in an operational status. This palces the A-1O

along with other ground attack aircraft in Europe, in a

vmlnerable position. The implication of this situation is

thal .ne defense suppression anticipated from this TRIAD

must be derived from means other than Air Force assets.

Data from U.S. Air Force studies show th3t attrition rates

against Warsaw Pact targs might run n;- h..gh as 20 percent

without effective electronic covnter .evaurcs, but could be

reduced tn only two or three percent with them. 1 8 The

self-protection ECM pod carried by close air support aircraft

cannot provide this level of protection.

At the risk of being slightly technical, the problem

with the ECM pod can best be explained in the following

manner. Today, the typical Soviet ground air defense

A -).-



'4 'weapon system has,

. . .an antenna gain of 25-30 dB; as much as
six megawatts of Dower with . . . an
optimized transmission rate; multi-spentral
frequency coverage with optizzuzed gain and
band width ratios, . . . multiple electronic
countermeasures built-in to counter the
effects of electronic countermeasures (ECM),
. . . and computerized interaction with an
integrated air defense team \ .th skilled
operator augmentation. 19

The self-protection ECY4 pod that attempts to counter this

capability has the follo%ing characteristicst

approximate zero dB antenna gain because of
its omni-directional radiation, transmit
approximately two kilowatts with a limited
dury cycle of three to four percent,
transmits in modes similar to threat, such
as, continuous wave, pulsed, monopulse
and conical scan, essentially computer
operated, amo can operate over a
frequency spectrum of at least 2 to 18 GHz.
In the simplest case, where the ECM pod
engages one threat and provides a jamming
pulse each time the victim radar radiates,
the jamming signal ratio is good.2 0

The opportunity to engage only one threat radar at a time

will be a rare occasion in the Central Europe environment.

Because of the limitations of the self-protection ECM

pod, defense suppression efforts should be made to try

and achieve a favorable pod engagement ratio; i.e., a

situation that will require the pod to engage the mini.

number of air defense radars simultaneously, preferably

one. Given the Air Force's defense suppression assets

today,a short rm solution to the problem of SEAD,

especially within 20 kilometers of the FEBA is Army EW

assistance.

'4 I, A
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During ground operations, from the FEBA out to 20

kilometers, Army EW constantly provides information on

the enemy and his disposition. The location of weapon

systems and an up-to-date picture of the enemy ground air

defense threat is the best way the Army can assist the

Air Force in the electronic aspect of ground a.r defense

suppression. Knowledge of air defense weapon location

would permit close air support aircrews the option of

destroying, jamming, or avoiding the threat.

lore importantly to close air support aircrews, it

means that threats in the immediate area which irfluence

their operations can be selectively jammed instead of

allowing the ECM pod to attempt to jam all threat radars

in the vicinity. If Army EW could be used in this manner

it would improve the employment effectiv6ness of the ECM

pod and enhance SBAD, especially within 20 kilometers of

the FEBA. To give the reader an idea of what fighter

aircraft EC?4, rust attempt to suppress in Central Europe

during air-to-ground operations, a description of Soviet

army air defense is given in the following paragraphs.

The air defense organizations within the Soviet Army

transcend the echelons of command and provide coordinated

air defense coverage for al Soviet ground forces. Soviet

air defense is an Integrated effort impl.mented through

a centralized command and control net that provides early

:4 w-
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warning of impending enemy air attacks. The ultimate

goal of Soviet air defense is the destruction of enemy

air strikes as far forward as possible. Typically, to

ensure coordinated and integrated air defense, Soviet

* fronts and armies will establish air defense zone to

emphasize coverage at low-to-medium and medium-to-high

altitudes. The air defense zone will normally cover an

area of approximately fifity kilometers wida by one

~hundred kilometers deep. The air defense weapons pro-

tecting this zone include all ground air defense systems.

The medium-to-high portion of the zone will be protected

~by army and frort assets, generally surface-to-air (SA)

missile systems such as the SA-2 and SA-4. The low-to-

medium portion of the zone is assigned to the division

and lower comuand levels. 2 1

In a Soviet division, air defense weapons are found

at divisional level and regiment level.

Divisional air defense unite will be employed
by batteries in direct support of the engaged
motorized rifle or tank regiments and will
also protect division headquarters, critical
support activities, and division reserves.
Regimental air defense weapons will be employed
as individual weapons, pairs or platoons in
support of engaged motorized rifle or tank
battalions. These systems receive missions
from the Battery Commander in addition to
monitoring the air warning net. They will
be deployed well forward, and their primary
targets will be enemy close air support air-
craft and attack helicopters.2 2

The air defense regiment will provide the divisions with

*41
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medium altitude coverage, and it may be equipped with

either the SA-6, or SA-8, or 57mm anti-aircraft gun (in

the process of being replaced by the SA-6 and SA-8). The

air defense batteries equipped with either the ZSU-23-4

or SA-9 provides low altitude coverage. Additional low

altitude coverage is available to Soviet division in the

form of the SA-7 which is assigned to individual soldiers.2 3

A Soviet division will norma'ly operate over an area

of dpproxisnately 20-30 kilometers wide by 40-60 kilometers

deep and be protected by 20 SA-6s or SA-8s, 16 ZS-23-4s,

16 SA-9s, and 112 SA-7s of 36 SA-7 (depending upon whether

it is a motorized rifle or tank. division respectively).24

From a pure numbers' standpoint. this mea~ns there is on an

average one air defense weapon per eight square kilometers

in the motorized rifle division and one air defense weapon

per 14 square kilometers in a Soviet tank division when

occupying an area this size. There will also be army and
front SA-2s and SA-4s providing medium-to-high altitude

protection. Additionally, the Soviets essentially use a

"two-up-one-back" approach to ground combat, i.e., two

units of equivalent value forward and one trailing in support.

So, in keeping with this and Soviet air defnnse doctrine,

it can be anti'2ipated that two-thirds of the division's

air defense assets will be found within forty kilometers

of the FEBA. When the Soviet division narrows its front I

I _ _
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for "breakthrough" operations the ground air defense

t.reat will become even more dense. Figure 4-2 graphi-

cally illustrate a typical Soviet ground air deflnse

systems employment.

On a broader scale, in Central Europe, with Soviet

arnies consisting of up to five divisions, the ground air

defense weapons density equation becomes even more complex.

With several Soviet armies expected to attack along a

common axis of advance, air defense coverage from adjacent

divisions will overlap and complicate even further the

density of enemy ground air defense weapons within any

given area of the battlefield.

If the preceding scenario approximates the action of

a Soviet modeled Army, the implications are rather simple

with respect to close air support. They are three fold.

First, the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany are deployed

and equipped to carry vut the tactics according to Soviet

doctrine. The GSG will attack over a broad front under

all conditions and force the United States or other

forces to fight in a sImilar manner. Such a situation

enhances the success of the GSFG's tactics of "breakthrough"

and bypass. To disrupt or destroy forces engaged in

either of these tactics, the United States must employ

close air support, because each tactic emphasize force

AI
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massing and speed. Second, the supporting air arm of the

GSFG will exert pressure on U.S. Forces in a con:tlict in

Central Europe to the point that a considerable number of

air assets will be consumed for air defense against

attacking aircrafti thus, air assets originally planned

and anticipated for close air support will be reduced. For

examiple, it is estimated that the Warsaw Pact has approxi-

mately 1375 ground attack aircraft that it can employ for

interdictioni but NATO has only 375 interceptors. Obviously

ma..y multipurpcse aircraft will have to serve as interceptors,

which will reduce appreciably the number of available ground

attack aircraft. Third, close air support in Central Europe

will probably pay an unacceptable price to Soviet ground

air defenses unless adequate defense suppression is provided.

Presently, Air Force defense suppression assets are

limited. Practically 1l1 close air support scenarios for

Central Europe envision that EF-IIIAs and F-4Gs will form

the basis of the defense suppression effort; but this effort

has not materialized. The F-4G is just becoming operational

and older Wild Weasel aircraft cannot locate, detect and

destroy the newer ground air defense systems. The EF-111A

is still undergoing development and testing. An

alternative to the defense suppression envisioned by the

Air Force must be found for close air support. Firepower

cannot do it, because should the Soviets attack in Central

. -
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Ilurope, the battlefield will be so target rich that there

will not be enough friendly firepower to service all the

enemy targets. Air Force electronic warfare cannot do it

alone, because of the limitations cited in this study and

elsewhere. However, within 20 kilometers of the FEBA where

both the Air Force and Army conduct electronic warfare

operations, the two Services should concentrate on providing

joint iE for SEAD purposes. Air operations in this area

of the battlefield will be conducted primarily to further

ground objectives; therefore, the Services shouldcapitalize on their unique capabilities to provide joint

EW for the purpose of SEAD during close ai- support.

In the above chapter, a scenario set in Central Europe

was used to explain and illustrate (1) why the Air Force

needs assistance in suppressing enemy air defenses, and

(2) how joint Army/Air Force may be employed to achieve

a greater degree of defense suppression.
Chapter Seven will summarize the study with findings, A

observations and recommendations for further study.

'4r }I
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CHAPTER 7

FINDINGS, OBSERVATIONS AND RECOThrNDATIONS

FOR FURTHER STUDY

FINDINGS

The quanity and diversity of Soviet ground air

defense systems havG increased to the point that present

fighter self-protection ECM is no ic -er an effective

means of defense suppression. In addix ,n, prograr'med

EW support aircraft, such as the EF-illA, needed to

assist fighter aircraft in the suppression of enemy air

defenses, have not been procured. Therefore, an alternate

source of electronic warfare support must be found for

fighter aircraft.

An alternate source of electronic warfare support

that the Air Force should consider in joint operations

is the Army E1. Army EW complements Air Force ECM in

many respects. For example, both the Army and Air Force

conduct electronic warfare operations from the FEBA out

to 20 kilometers. The two Services have overlapping

generic electronic targets; i.e., they are both

interested in air defense in one respect or another. The

Services concentrate on complementary divisions of

electronic warfare while performing their respective

From a classical electronic w;arfare sta.idpoint, the

84
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4Air Force concentrates upon electronic countermeasures

to suppress enemy air defenses. The Army, however

because it has a different mission, has developed its

electronic warfar e program around signal intelligence and

electronic warfare support; direction finding in particular.

These two capabilities of Army EW can make a significant

contribution in the suppression of enemy air defenses.

They are always on the ground opposite the enemy force

and can locate his emitters. The knowledge of the location

of enemy air defense weapons and how they are integrated

can be inv-auable to aircraft survival. It can assist

aircrews in determining how tot (.) avoid defense, (2)

vary ingress and egress routes, or delivery patterns to

reduce exposure t*.ie to defens ve weapons, or (3)

selectively engage weapons with self-protection ECM. The

capability to selectively engage weapons systems of an

imediate nature will enhance the effectiveness of the

ECM pod. With only one or a limited number of threats

to engage, the ECY, rod can concentrate its power.

Therefore, the integration of the Army's direction

finding capability with the Air Force's active EW capa-

bility is a viable approach for the suppression of enemy

air defenses within 20 kilometers of the FEBA. However,

the Army and Air Force will have to make some doctrinal

changes and work more diligently at further integrating
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joint operations to make this Lapability readily accessible
on the battlefield.

Steps have been taken to improve the joint employment

of electronic warfare and SEAD. The ALFA Agency has

developed procedures for the joint employment of Army/Air

Force EW and SEAD. However, the direct air support model

has been used as the basis for these procedures. As a

result, the joint procedures devised by the ALA Agency

emphasized prepianned operations. Preplanned operations

are good from the aspect that they reduce confusion and

can allow for the optimum integration of capabilities.

But, the merit of emphasizirng preplanned EW and SEAD

operations is questionable in the face of new mobile Soviet

air defense systems. Granted, there are provisions in the

ALFA Agency concepts for immediate and on-call joint

operations, but they could be cumbersome and slow to

implement since the procedures are superimposed on the

( air-to-ground request system. Unless Soviet doctrine

changes radically, preplanned operations will have little

utility beyond the initial stages of a conflict with forces

sire 'ar to the Warsaw Pact. The Warsaw Pact forces, for

an example, will more than likely create a dynamic batt'e-

field, which will reduce the effectiveness of extensive

preplanning. Therefore, the Army and Air Force should be

developing Joint EW and SEAD Capabilities that can be

I?
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readily implemented anytime close air support is being

conducted.

IAlthough this study has dealt with the joint

employment of EW to suppress enemy air defenses within

20 kilometers of the FEBA, EW alone cannot totally suppress

enemy air defenses. However, as it was demonstrated in

North Vietnam, when ground-to-air weapons cannot be

precisely located for destruction, electronic warfare can

have a profound effect upon the vulnerability of aircraft

to enemy ground defenses. 1 Electronic warfare is only a

temporary means of sjppressing eneiny air defenses. To

totally suppress enemy air defenses will require the

integration of firepower, EU and good airmanship.2

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOWMNDATIONS

A-!. OBSERVATION

During the review of tne Army and Air Force "how to

fight" tactical manuals, numerous references were made to

joint EW and SEAD operations. However, there were no

procedures outlined as to how the Army and Air Force plan

t- carry out these operations, nor were there any reference

to a document that contained the Army/ir Force EW1 or SEAD

plan. The procedures which the Army and Air Force will

most likely follow curing joint EW and SEAD operations

are contained in documents produced by the Air-Lnd Forces

Application Agency. No other procedures on joinc EW and

SEAD were fouid during the course of this study to indicate

N
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differently.

A-2. RECOMMENDATION

If the procedures formulated by the ALFA Agency are

in fact the procedures that the Army and Air Force will

use during joint EW and SEAD operations, then these

procedures should either be referenced in the Services'

tactical operations manuals, or they should be included

as a basic part of these documents, If the ALFA Agency

procedures are not the procedures to be used in Army/Air

Force EW and SEAD operations, the Services need to develop

procedures to address these two important areas. These II
operations are of such importance, that to slight either

will probably mean ineffective close air support in a

conflict with a Soviet modeled army. The enhancing

effects of both operations are required to make the air-

land concept effective.

B-1. OBSERVATION

The work to date by the ALFA Agency is an excellent

beginning toward the integration that will ultimately be

required to implement the air-land concept. However,

more innovation must be incorporated in the joint z. and

SEAD employment procedures to make them responsive to the

needs of a dynamic battlefield. At the moment$ preplanned

is the basis of joint EW and SEAD operations. The ability

to implement on a moment's notice should be the basis of

joint EW and SEAD. Especially, when one considers that

4=4 --
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the next mid-intensity battlefield will be fluid and

protected by mobile air defenses.

B-2. REC0OMMENDATION

The emphasis of joint EW and SEAD, in support of

close air support operations within 20 kilometers of the

FEBA, should be reoriented to emphasize immediate

operations to correspond with the envisioned dynamics of

the future battlefield. SEAD is of such importance to

the survival of close air support aircraft, in light of

increased surface-to-air defenses, that requests for

immediate EW should be a direct air-to:-DTOC communications

link. The DTOC will more than likely coordinate any Army

EW support that is provided within the division's area of

influence. This would also be an excellent way for

fighter aircraft entering the division's area to get the

latest air defense picture, and make any last minute changesIto ingress, egress and delivery patterns. The Aix- Force

should provide electronic warfare expertise in the form of

an electronic warfare officer (EWO) at the corps and

division TOCz to provide a constant interface with Army EW

expertise. This would better facilitate the implementation

of joint EW.

C-1. OBSERVATION

Although not a part o this study, but a factor that

impacts upon joint EW employment, is the availability of

friendly EW assets. The quanity of EW assets that the Army
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and Air Force have available in their respective

inventories will actually determine how much each Service

can support joint operations. The number of systems the

Services have on hand in units disturbed the author. A

rough calculation of the total number of systems available

did not appear sufficient to carry out the operations

envisioned for a war in Europe.

0-2.* REC0MNDATION

Deficiencies in equipment are rarely admitted in

operational plans. Instead, deficiencies are corrected by

making reference to cross-utlization. In Europe, for an

example, the opportunity to cross-utilize critical assets

will be low, because the battlefield will contain more

targets than can be serviced by friendly forces. For this

reason, plans and concepts should address probable

available assets based on today's constraints as opposed

to ideal quanities of assets. Other factors that add to

the validity of this recommendation are maintain ability,

equipment reliabiltty and spare parts support. In the case

of the latter, for overseas operations, parts must be

shipped from the continental United States. Without

addressing availability of assets, plans and concepts become

too idealistic to be of much value.

Army" D-1. OBSERVATION

Army electronic warfare is expanding into areas that

have been traditionally associeated vfith Air Force

V ..
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operations. For example, attack helicopters are being

equipped with countermeasures to enhance their survival

against Soviet ground air defenses. Helicopters are

being converted to jamming platforms. On the surfaces

this latter capability appears to have some application

to tactical Air Force operations. The fact is the Army's

EW program is expanding and systems are being deployed

which may be of assistance in the SEAD effort within 20

kilometers of tihe battle area.

D-2. RECOMMENDATI ON

As the Army and Air Force develop and deploy new

electronic warfare systems, the joint application of these

systems should be exploited to their fullest potential.

To insure this is always done the Army and Air Force must

maintain close liaison during operational and development

testing. In addition, more joint full-scale exercises

against representative Soviet forces can highlight systems

; ,capabilities t.hat malt otherwise go unnoticed.

',E-I1. OBSERVATION

During the author's research, it was difficult to

determine what role the 16th Air Army# GSFG, will play in

a conflict in Europe. Soviet tactical aviation has changed

its emphasis from defensive to offensive operations. This

fact is supported by the number 6f special purpose aircraft

being deployed. A planned.counter obviously must be

3I
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under consideration to address the role of the 16th Air,

Army.

E-2. RECOMMENDATION t
It is imperative that the role of the 16th Air Army

be explicitly defined. Depending upon the role of the

16th Air Army, the present U.S. scenario for Central

Europe could change drasticallyt especially, from a close

air support aircraft availability standpoint. Since

friendly ground air defenses have not kept pace with the.

increasing Soviet air threat, it may be that many of the

aircraft presently programmed for close air support and

interdiction will be tied up in air defense.
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CHAPTER 7

END NOTES

1. 0enera! William W. Momyer, USAF (Retired), &r Power

in Three Wars (0 I, Korea, Vietnam), (i January 1978),

p. 123. Gen Momyer was the Commander, 7th Air Force,

Vietnam, from 1966 until August 1968. This book is an

f excellent account of the air war in Vietnam. Two quotes

from this book summarize the difficulties involved in

locating surface-to-air defenses and the value of

electronic warfare in defense suppression. (1) "Despite

L ".intense reconnaissance activity, it was practically j I
impossible to determine precisely where the SAMs wouldI be in advance of any given mission." (2) "The evidence

is clear that EC*.1 pods had a profound effect on our

valnerability to SAMs."

2. Edgar O'Ballance, No Victor, No Vanquished - The Yom

KiDDur War, 1978, pp. 277-306, vividly illustrates how

ground artillery, by hitting critical antennas, were .able

to counter SAYI-6s to a degree until effective ECM was.

developed.
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APPENDIX A

JOINT SUPPESSION OF ENEMY AIR DEFENSES CONCEPT
(Extracted from CGSC Course P312-2, Offensive Operations,
Summary Sheet)

V A. Concepts.

I. General, The J-SEAD concept of employment, recognizind
the Army's capabilities near the line of contact (LC) and the
Air Force's greater penetration capabilities (fig. 1). uses
.tnree areas to describe where one Service or the other

dominates in taret acquisition and/or capability to bring
firepower on a given target. This concept provides an
understanding tf who might nominate target3,who has the
capability to strike the targets once nominated, and where
targeting tradeoffs occurred. This divisional concept is
not intended to break up the battlefield into areas of
separate responsibilities, but is used to underscore the
need for close Army/Air Force coordination in the conduct
of suppressing enemy air defense operations.

(a) The first area to be considered in a suppression
campaign is the ares. that extends from the line of contact
'to the limits of visual observation means organic to ground
forces.

1. In t\is area, suppression is achieved primarily
by ordnance from Army direct and indirect fire systems, to
include Army attack helicopters. Army requests for tactical
air support are processed the same as other close air support
(CAS) requesta in this area. Air Force requests for Army
support are coordinated through the tactical air control
parties (TACP) or by using prearranged quick-fire artillery
channels.

2. Here the depth will normally not exceed 5
kilometers and is dependent on a variety of factors such as
visibility restrictions, terrain, vegetation, weathaer, and
contrast.

3. The threat here is characterized by . high
density of first-echelon units and short-range, surface-to-air
defense systems, Althougn not located here, longer-range,
surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems will normally be able
to cover this area and are a threat to friendly aircraft.

clse d. Because of the proximity of friendly forces,
closer and more detailed coordination for SEAD is required.
Coordination for attack on SEAD targets is the same as that
required to employ CAS. Likewise, passing enemy air defense

) target locations between the Services.. must be a coordinated
effort, with maximm consideration given to accuracy and
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(b) The second area extends from the limit of visual
observation, that point where other than direct visual
acquisition means were used to locate targets, continuing
out to the range of friendly cannon artillery or the fire
support coordination line (FSCL).

1. This area extends to a depth of approx.mately
15 kilometers from the LC and would include the range of
most friendly field artillery in the indirect, unobserved
fire mode. However, the FSCL may be considerably deeper
than the range limit of tube artillery during the conduct
of offensive penetration missions.

2, The threat is essentially the same as that
previously discussed; however, SA-6 units may be found here
as well as additional first-echelon units and the majority
of the enemy's field artillery.

3. Here suppression is accomplished primarily by
tactical air assisted by artillery. The effectiveness of
unobserved artillery fire is limited by accuracy of target
location data. Targets in this area cannot normally be
visually acquired by surface forces, and target location
data for indirect fire must depend on alternate means.
Army intelligence-gathering means are limited in this area;
therefore, passing of target locations from the Air Force
to appropriate artillery and missile units in a timely
manner is required. This area is within range of Air Force
firepower in both visual acquisition and alternate acquisition
m odes and is subject to all forms of air attack.

4. Coordination requirements here are less than
those within visual raige; however, some clearance may be
required. If so, this clearance will be exercised through
the tactical air control sy3tem (TACS).

(c) The third area extends from the FSCL to the depth
of tactical air employment. It is beyond the rn of most
friendly tube artillery.

1. Tactical air is the primary means of suppression.
Long-range cannon artillery or surface-to-surface missiles
will be employed only if within range, and if accurate and
timely location data is available.

2. The threat includes all the enemy's capabilities
-, " but a lower density of short-range air defense systems and

automatic weapons. However, more SAM sites are found in
this area -- including, for the first time, SA-2s and SA-3's
-- as well as the balance of the enemy's first-and second-
echelon forccs.

-x 
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3. Minimal coordination between the Services
will be required.

II. Stratey. The priority effort in a preplanned
suppression campaign is suppression of SAM systems, with
air defense command and control elements and antiaircraft
artillery (AAA) following in priority. Once these units
have been suppressed, the SEAD effort will be directed toward
maintaining this suppression. With SAM's suppressed,
aircraft tactics can be changed to permit medium-altitude

A ingress and egress, overflying the AAA, weather permitting

D. L itations.

The Concepts and procedures for joint SEAD consider
existing limitations in friendly detection, location,
acquisition, command and control, and suppression systems.
In addition to -the specific limitations of both lethal and
nonlethal systems, the general limitations addressed below
tend to influence suppression techniques employed. When
these limitations change, the SEAD concept should be revised
to reflect the resulting capability changes.

I. Location Accura2y. Most enemy air defense systems
are mobile and difficult to locate accurately. At the same
time, precise locatinns are required by most suppression
means in order to achieve satisfactory destruction without
excessive use of ammunition. Airborne visual attack systems,
terminal homing systems, and electronic countermeasure (ECM)
systems require less precise location data but depend a
great deal on site activity.

(a) Presently, several location systems must he used
in combination to develop data from which the threat
environment can be established. This takes time. However,
near-real-time systems are too few and too limited in
locational accuracy to be used alone for threat development
or targeting. The present choice is too often either
photo-confirmed targets that are 3 hours old or near-real-
time locational data that is not accurate enough for
targeting. Neither option is satisfactory. This dilemma
forces reliance on visual means of target acquisition for
the bulk of the attack effort.

(b) Attack systems dependent on locational accuracy
for success are only as good as the input data, Visual
attack systems are better prepared if accurate target location
data is available, but this alone does not insure success.
The probability of visually discriminating surface air
defense weapons from a myriad of s.urface targets is small.
The Wild Weasel (WW) aircraft provide a limited option in

Z*I
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the indirect attack mode with antiradiation missiles (ARM);
however, the ARM is easily countered by the operator shutting
down his radar.

II. Responsiveness. The combination of mobile systems
and a doctrine that dictates frequent displacement requires
that enemy air defenses be engaged as soon as they are
located. Therefore, near-real-time data and tI-e expeditious
flow of target information is essential to the destruction
of systems before they move. The integration of multirole
"-se f^on- 4t" " and suppression requires 4

extensive prior planning. Provisions must be made for
expediting the flow of combat information at all levels from
locator to suppressor.

C. Joint Suppression Pronedures.

I. Execution. The joint suppression mission is executed
as illustrated in figure 2. Several general considerations
are necessary for successful execution of the suppression. plan.

(a) Both lethal and nonlethal suppression means
degrade hostile air defenses. Army and Air Force e.Lectronic
jammers, emitter locators, intercept sites, and chaff
resow.:ces support suppression activities. They, in turn,
rely on previously gathered intelligence data for upgradinginformation.

(b) Normal ground combat operations and air battle
activities continue, but a portion of the available tacti4cal
air and of Army direct and indirect fire resources are used
for suppression. This reduces temporarily, those resources
available to the commander for other tactical operations;
but the tradeoff of assets to accomplish suppression will be
redeemed later. The benefits of effective suppression
translate into lower aircraft att'ition rates and more
friendly assets available to conduct follow-on air and ground
combat operations.

i. Procedures. Specific procedures for the execution I 4
of joint suppression are delineated as follows.

(a) From the line of contact (IC) to the limit of
visual observation (fig. 3). The enemy air defense threat
in this area is characterized by intense enemy small ars
and automatic weapon fire, AAA, and short-range, heat-seeking
missiles. Most suppressive actions are by US Army means,
including direct fire -ystems (visual target detection),
indirect (observed and kinobserved) field artillery and motar
fires, attack helicopters suppressive fires, and air and
ground jamniO.g operations. The Air Force provides primarily

7 Yt
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close air and electronic warfare support (including chaff)j and detection/location information.

1. Through prioritization of organic and supporting
I firepower, the Army can degrade the air defense threat.
I Specific division and corp are allocated on a first-priority

L basis for a limited duration as specified in the suppression
* plan.

2. Enemy air defense targets visually acquired
*? ° within this area are engaged as targets of opportunity (fire

requested immediately). Targeting data deriveQ from near-
j real-time SIGINT and direction-finding sources are passed

by the most expeditious means to the fire support element
Friendly ECYM assets are simultaneously employed against

lucrative command and control centers, fire control nets,
and early warning broadcast nets.

3. Although the primary mission of the attack
I helicopter is the destruction of enemy armor, they attack

$ enemy air defenses when the need arises. Specifically, the
des-'ruction or neutralization of threatening ZSU-23-4's and
SA-9's is a must to enable the attack helicopter units to
sustain their attack against armor.

4. Consistent with mission requirements, close

air support aircraft avoid areas of high-risk, indirect-fire1 conflict. However, high-priority CAS missions will not be
delayed because of potential conflicts with indirect fire
support; concurrent attacks in areas where artillery fire
is being delivered will be considered normal.

a. If hostile air defense systems are visually
acquired by Air Force aircrews on CAS missions, these systems
will be attacked whenever feasible, Also, suppressive
artillery fires by Army forces in support of CAS strikes
can be initiated through the forward air controller (FAC),
who has access to the direct support artillery battalion'sj
fire net.

b. CAS aircrews must, in turn provide highly

. accurate target location data to the FAC using coordinates
and/or references to prominent terrain features. To achieve
this degree of accuracy requires training and experience

"* in target location, identification, and reporting techniques
*, but is essential for accurate, indirect fire support.

(b) Visual limits to the FSCL (fig 4). This area

N ar e-, 7*
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"1,
extends from the limit of ground or air visual observation
to the FSCL and is characterized by automatic weapons, AAA,
and SAM threat systems. The Army's suppressive role here
is primarily indirect field artillery fires. The Air Force
provides battlefield interdiction, destroying and degrading
enemy combat units, air defenses, artillery, and command
and control elements.

1. Corps and division artillery are tasked to attack
enemy air defense systems located by such r,.ans as SIGINT,
long-range reconnaissance patrols (LRRP), photo/sensorI reconnaissance, and pilot reports. The accuracy and time-
liness of data and the threat potential determine suppression
priority.

2. Air Force battlefield interdiction mission
aircraft will attack defense systems whenever the opportunity
occurs. Accurate and timely targeting data to Army artillery
and Air Force Wild Weasel/strike control and reconnaissance
(SCAR) flights are relayed through TACS channels. A
portion of tactical air resources attack and maintain
pressure on hostile artillery to release some friendly field
artillery for SEAD on a priority basis. If this pressure
is not applied, enemy artillery is free to fire at will upon
friendly defensive and artillery positions. When tactical
air degrades hostile artillery capabilities, friendly
antitank, aitillery, and helicopter operations are significantly
enhanced. Support for battlefield interdiction (BI) missions
in this area is also provided by friendly ECM and chaff
resources.

(c) Beyond the FSCL (fig. 5). This area extends
from the FSCL to the depth of tactical air operations. The
threat here includes all of the SAM systems as well as the
automatic weapons and AAA as found in other areas. SEAD in 1

this area is accomplished primarily by tactical air, since
Army capabilities are limited to long-range cannons and[ -' , missiles.

1. The Air Force employs interdiction to destroy enemy-
surface elements, including rear units of the first echelonI -

as well as second-echelon units. Enemy artillery has a high I
priority. Interdiction operations are suppored by Wild
Weasel and flights may be assisted by Army surface-to-surface I
missiles targeted in support of $EAD.

2. The accurate location of enemy iir- defenses is
critical here due to the distances from ,detection means.
However, SEAD targets at this depth, once locited, are
generally more lucrative since -hey are less transient*

- ~ -K
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In particular, the longer-range SAIMf systems and their
associated radars should be assigned in high priority forattack.

3. The identification and location of SEAD targets
are often provided through combined intelligence effbrts.
Army and Air Force resources employed in the SEAD effort

4" use this data to plan and execute their missions. Air Force
interdiction missions in this area may also visually locate
surface air defenses. When presented with this opportunity,
aircrews should attack these targets when it is feasible
and priorities permit. Moreover" interdiction missions are
expected to respond to on-call requests for support in
attacking and destroying surface defense targets specifically
identified by Wild Weasel or RF-4C 'SCAR aircraft,

111. On-Call SIBAD.

(a) SEAD planning includes both preplanned and

on-call employment of resources. The on-call effort is
required to insure rapid response and availability of
sufficient capabilities to satisfy high-priority requests.

(b) Air Force on-call SEAD support for the Army
is available as immediate CAS or by diversion of preplanned
GAS sorties. Procedures for requesting immediate CAS follow
the routing depicted in figure 6.

1. Request for Army on-call SEAD normally
origin.tes with the airborne FAC or flight/mission commander.

2. Attazk helicopter/scout teams provide
on-call SEAD assistance when priorities permit. Enemy surface
air defenses must be ;isually acquired by the attack heli-
copter crews, but accurate location data from the requestor
should make this possiole (fig. 7).

3. Field artillery units tasked with a priority
for SEAD establish quick-fire channels to expedite SEAD
communications. Using the FY, radio quick-fire channels,
the requestor asks for SEAD support directly or by relay
through the TACS (fig. 8).

a. It is possible for the requestor to ask
directly for fire. Normally, however, the request is thr.ough
the TACS (preferably the FAC or TACP) to the TOC, where a
decision is made as to beat available means of suppressing
the target. The fire request is then passed via a quick-fire
channel to the designated artillery unit (or attack heli- 1

:" :copter).
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o. If not an appropriate artillery (or attackx
helicopter) target, the requestor passes the target
information to the FAC or the TAC? who in turn passes it
to the DASC via the air request net.

4, Preplanning insures that Army ECM support for
SEAD is also available on an on-call basis (fig. 9). A
request for ECM support is received in the TACP or the DTOC.
For those ground systems under operational control (OPCON)
of the division, such a request may be approved in the DTOC,
with tasking initiated through the division ATSE. The
request is relayed to the corps ATSE if air assets or corps
supported ground ECM assets are required. Tasking for
corps is accomplished through the CTOC and the corps ATSE.

5. Other Arzy SEAD support,such as rangers or special
forces, are not normally tasked for on-call SEAD.

6. [f Army assets cannot engage the trAget, the DASC
considers use of Air Fcrce on-call assets or, if required
resources are not available to the DASC, forwards the request
to the TACC.

7. Once the decision to engage or not engcge the
target has been made, the action to be taken will be relayed
back to the requeztor.

IV. Localized SEAD.

(a) General. Joint procedures for localized SEAD
are similar to the procedures used in a SEAD cawpaign: however,
the SEAD requirement is limited to that necessary to protect
selected high-priority mission~s. Localized SEAD is not an
extensive effort.

(b) Planning. The plannirg is initiated by the
TACC and is bc"d on the expected execution of those selected
tactical air assets. Army assets also may be requested,
through coordInation with the battle coordination element
(BCE) at the tacticaJ air control center.

(c) Tascing. The development and dissemination
of tasking for localized SEAD will be the same as that

* employed for a joint SEAD campaign.

(d) Execution. Execution of localized SEAD is
similar to execution of a joint SEAD caapaign except that,
where possible, direct communication is provided. The
supported mission is then able to maintain contact to
coordinate any last-minute changes or to initiate on-call
SEAD.
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D. Summar-y.

Suppression of enemy air defenses is not an end in
itself. Rather, it is an essential part of all operations
employing airpower. By reducing aircraft losses and
permitting use of optimum delivery profiles, SEAD enhances
the effectiveness of airpower and contributes to winning
the air-land battle. J-SEAD requires an integrated Army-Air
Force effort to locate and suppress enemy surface air
defenses. The location and detection effort is continuous
with emphasis increased during the actual conduct of concen-
tratod, overwhelming, simultaneous (or near simultaneous)attacks on a critical portion of the air defense systems.

The payoff of the SEAD effort is the more effective support
I of ground forces with higher mission completion rates.Accordingly, it is by exploitation of the favorable conditions

achieved through SEAD that the cost of the SEAD campaign is
redeemed. Since J-SEAD is primarily an Air Force responsibiligy,
the decision to suppress, the extend of the suppression
effort required, and the planning for the suppression campaign
rest with the Air Force component commander.
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APPENDIX B

OPINIONNAIRE RESULTS

The following are thA results of a survey administered
to a group of students in the 1979 Class of the Army Command
and General Staff College. The purpose of the survey was
to try and ascertain the feelings nf future military plannerd
on the employment of Army/Air Force EW for the purpose of
suppressing enemy air defenses. The choices of response to
each postulation weret strongly disagree, disagree,
undecided, agree, or strongly agree. For reasons unbeknown
to the avthor, there were few strongly agree, or strongly
disagree responses. Therefore, the results are simply
expressed in percent of disagree, undecided and agree
responses.

Question. As a result of lessons learned from the 1973 Middle
East War, the U.S. Army and Air Force will fight future wars
as a combined arms team.

Results: Four percent undecided; five percent disagreed;
and 91 percent agreed.

Question: Both members of the Air Force-Army team must be V
effective in order to stop the advance of forces in Central i"
Europe.

Results: 100 percent agreed,

Question: The major Air Force contributions to the combined
arms concept will be in the form of air defense and air
superiority.

Results: Seven percent undecidedl 23 percent disagreed; and
70 percent agreed.

Question: The major Air Force contribution to the combined
arms concept will be in the form of close air support and
interdiction of second echelon ground forces.

Results iine percent undecided; 18 percent disagreed; and
83 percent agreed.

Questi,: Close air support is the most valuable of all air
operations in blunting the advance of large armored forces.

Results. 10 percent undecideds 40 percent disagreed; arid 50
percent agreed. Comments received in reference to this
question indicated that close air support could best cqntribute
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to the Army's efforts by destroying second echelon forces
in a So~viet modeled force.

Question: A Warsaw Pact force is protected by an umbrella of
ground air defenses that extend from ground level to the
upper altitude limit of tactical aircraft.

Results: Three percent undecided; three percent disagreed;
ana 94 percent agreed.

Question: Enemy ground air defenses will pose agreater
threat to close air support than enemy air forces because of
the relatively low altitudes at which close air support is
c~nducted.

Results: Five percent 'undecided; 12 percent disagreed; and
83 percent agreed.

Question: If close air support is to survivie and be effective
it must be afforded protection from enemy ground air defenses.

Results: Three percent disagreed and 97 percent agreed.

_Question The Air Force has the responsibility for SEAD,
therefore, it should protect its own close air supportoperations.

Resultst 10 percent undecided; 50 percent disagreed; and
40 p.rcent agreed.

Question: Army aviation will not be affected by enemy ground
a:-r defenses, therefore, the Army should not be interested
in SEAD.

Results: One percent undecided; 98 percent disagreed; and
one percent agreed.

k estion: SEAD by definition is wi encompassing operation
that includes many forms of combat: from individual weapon
system destruction by fires to degradation of system
performance by electronic interference. The Army can best
contribute to the SEAD effort with artillery fires and attack
helicopter fires, within twenty kilometers of the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA).

Resultst Nine percent undecided; five percent disagreed; and
*86percent agreed.

gQuest-.n: The Soviet ground air defenses are extremely mobile,
thefore, they will be extremely difficult to attack by

% ' fires.

ii. 4 .
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Results: 16 percent undecided; 38 percent disagreed; and
46 -percent agreed. This spread in responses appear to
indicate there is much doubt about the capability of
acquisition systems.

Question Army aviation will be most affected by low-altitude,
short range ground air defenses within twenty kilometers of
the FEBA.

Results, Two percent undecided; seven percent disagreed; and
91 percent agreed.

Question: For joint SEAD operations, between the Army and Air
Force, to be effective they must be preplanned to the maximum
extent possible.

Results: Five percent undecided; three percent disagreed;
and 92 percent agreed.

Questiont Preplanned SEAD operations would be most effective
against a predictable enemy with limited ground air defenses.

ReBsgts Three percent undecided; 18 percent disagreed; and
79 percent agreed.

Question: The Soviets' tactics of "breakthrough" and bypass
will generate more requests for immediate air support from
ground forces than preplanned air support requests.

Resultg, Nine percent undecided; five percent disagreed; and
86 percent agreed.

Question: Many requirements will be placed upon artillery,
attack helicopters and tactical air assets in a mid-intensity
conflict; consequently many of these assets will not be
available on a timely basis to provide SEAD support.

Results: 16 percent undecided, 14 percent disagreed; and 70
percent agreed.

: Questions An alternative to attacking and destroying enemy

ground ajr defenses isthe employment of electronic warfare
to confuse and degrade enemy air defense fire control radars
and communication nets.

Results, Three percent undecided; 14 percent disagreedi and

53 percent agreed.

Qugstion Suppression with electronic warfare is much m6re'
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effective in a rapidly changing air defense environment than
attempting to destroy individual air defense weapon sytems;
because one electronic warfare system can degrade several
radars at once without knowing their location.

Results: 30 percent undecided: 27 percent disagreed; and
73 percent agreed.

*~ue uestion: Tactical aircraft should reduce their weapon loads
T carry fewer bombs) and provide for their own defense since
they have equipment to counter enemy air defense fire control, radars.

Results: 29 percent undecided; 59 percent disagreed; and 32
percent agreed.

Question: Effective SEAD could become a reality with the
successful integration of Army EW locating capabilities and
Air Force suppression capabilities.

Results: 10 percent undecidedl three percent disagreed; and
7 -percent agreed.

Question: There is no direct two-way communications between
Army ground electronic warfarc units and close air support
aircraft. This link should be established to coordinate the
air and ground electronic warfare effort against enemy air
defenses.

Results: 11 percent undecided, 21 percent disreed; and 68
percent agreed. The majority of those responding disagree
indicated there is communications to accomplish the required
coordination through an airborne FAC.

Question: If the enemy's command and control net and acquisition
radars can be jamrmed (electronic interference), individual
air defense weapon systems will be forced into autonomous
operation, the--eby decreasing the probability of an aircrafl
"kill" (aircraft shot down).

Results: Three percent urdecided; 16 percent disagreed; and
r8 percent agreed.
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